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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 
 

This guide is written for people working in communities and struggling to 
understand how best to capture the potential of all citizens.  Every single person 
has capacities, abilities, and gifts, and the quality of an individual life in part 
depends on the extent to which these capacities are used, abilities expressed, and 
gifts given.  Just as individual lives are enhanced by the opportunity to give, 
communities are made stronger when residents use their full potential by 
directing their capacities toward the well-being of the neighborhood.   

As communities attempt to build a healthy future, they must often struggle 
against a development perspective that encourages them to see only their needs 
and deficiencies.  But most communities have already experienced what happens 
when they focus solely on what is missing in their community, and they know 
that this approach does not produce positive results.  In fact every community 
has needs, problems, and deficiencies; the choice for community groups is 
whether that is all they want to focus on.  Like a glass of water filled to the 
middle which can be viewed as either half empty or half 

 

clients have
deficiencies and needs

citizens have
capacities and gifts

 
 
 

full, a community can be seen as a half-empty place comprised of clients with 
needs and deficiencies, or as a place half-full of citizens with capacities and gifts 
to give.   
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One critical part of building a healthy community is finding out what individual 
capacities each resident possesses.  Collectively, these individual capacities 
represent an important asset for the community.  They comprise a powerful 
"tool" that can be used to address problems, promote growth, and enhance the 
quality of local life.  The less a community knows about itself and its citizens' 
capacities, the easier it is to fall into a pattern of seeing the community and its 
people only through a "needs" perspective.  The more a community becomes 
familiar with itself and its citizens, the more obvious it becomes that what is 
good about a community far outweighs whatever needs it may have.  
Additionally, it becomes clear that the challenges a community faces can be 
addressed most effectively by using the capacities that already exist there, rather 
than looking somewhere else for answers.   

What is the purpose of this guide? 

This guide was developed to report how a number of community groups used 
an asset-based approach in their community-building efforts, and how they 
developed and implemented a capacity inventory project through which they 
identified and mobilized the gifts and skills of local people.  The asset-based 
community-building approach illustrated in this guide was developed by John 
McKnight and John Kretzmann and presented in their manual, Building 
Communities From the Inside Out.  That book contains a single example of an 
individual capacity inventory.  This guide introduces a much wider variety of 
inventories, used in different kinds of communities for many different 
community-building purposes.  
 

Who should use this guide? 

Groups and organizations of all kinds have used the asset-based approach in 
their community building efforts.  The range of groups who have developed and 
used a capacity inventory include: 

• Large and small organizations ranging from government entities with many 
partners, to small neighborhood groups with just a few members. 

• Formal organizations and informal collections of community residents. 

• Groups addressing a variety of issues, such as health, education, economic 
development, cultural enhancement, youth development, etc. 

• Rural groups and urban groups. 

• Funded groups and groups who operate with volunteers. 
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Any kind of group or organization can adapt the capacity inventory process for 
use in their own particular community-building efforts.  The point is to shift the 
focus from community needs to community capacities, and the capacity 
inventory allows an organization to do just that by asking about the personal 
"gifts" that individuals can contribute toward building their community: 

• What are the skills they can put to work? 

• What are the abilities and talents they can share? 

• What are the experiences from which they have learned? 

• What are the interests and dreams they would like to pursue? 

Once collected, the aggregate information forms a knowledge base about local 
capacities that can be mobilized toward community building.  These powerful 
human resources can be directed toward: 

• Promoting economic growth, local enterprises, and job connections. 

• Organizing local community-building activities and projects. 

• Showcasing local talents, and celebrating community. 

• Facilitating citizen action around critical issues. 

• Rebuilding relationships, trust, and "social capital." 

 

More about the capacities communities discover. 

Community organizations are almost always surprised by the extent of the 
individual capacities they find as a result of doing a capacity inventory.  
Individuals possess many more capacities than are apparent without asking, 
because most people do not publicize their individual capacities beyond listing 
them on a resume, using them in the voluntary work they do, or sharing them 
with immediate family members.  The leader of one community organization in 
rural California expresses the general astonishment shared by most groups who 
have started to discover the extent of the gifts of local people through the use of 
the capacity inventory: 

We never guessed how much we would find!  People checked off so many 
things they could offer to each other! 
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In fact, what all community groups discover through the capacity inventory 
process, is that every community resident possesses an extensive array of 
individual capacities.  The capacities that have been discovered by most groups 
come in the form of: 

• Skills in a wide range of categories, including creative skills, office and retail 
skills, service-related skills, caregiving skills, maintenance and repair skills, 
construction skills, and many more. 

• Abilities and talents including art, story-telling, crafts, gardening, teaching, 
sports, political interest, organizing, volunteering, and more. 

• Interests such as the sharing of skills, enthusiasm for learning and exploring 
new ideas, participating in a new activity. 

• Experiences such as travel experiences, educational, or life experiences that 
give the individual a unique perspective to share.   

Community building results:  What local capacities can produce. 

Once discovered, these capacities can be mobilized towards all sorts of 
community-building projects.  The six community organizations whose 
experiences we feature here each found an enormous range of capacities among 
their local residents and successfully mobilized them into building strong local 
programs.  After identifying the issues upon which they wanted to focus, these 
organizations used the issues as opportunities for local people to utilize their 
capacities and give their gifts.   

In every case, these organizations found that using the capacity inventory as a 
community-development tool produced both tangible and intangible results.  Both 
are important; both contribute to the overall well-being of a community.   

Tangible results generally take the form of specific community-building or 
economic development activities that emerge out of the increased awareness of 
residents and organizations about their own capacity to act effectively.   

Here are examples of some tangible results reported by community groups who 
have conducted an individual capacity inventory among local residents. 

Economic development: 

• Linking existing businesses with new markets. 

• Making employers aware of the skills of potential employees in the  
 community. 

• Sponsorship of the start-up of a catering business. 
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• Producing a community income and balance sheet. 

• Establishing an advisory group for a primary business corridor. 

• Showcasing the talents of local start-up businesses at a fund-raiser. 

• Mobilizing community creative talent to produce a community  
 celebration and arts fair. 

• Raising funds for community projects. 

• Establishing new public transportation routes to enable isolated  
 consumers to patronize local businesses. 

• Increasing availability of critical resources such as child or respite care. 

• Identifying retirees in the community who can assist local groups with  
 professional expertise. 

• Identifying opportunities for local employment so that local residents  
 can work within the local economy. 

Organizing people to address issues: 

• Identifying new participants for community organizations and local issue 
campaigns. 

• Organizing resident management groups. 

• Establishing a senior center. 

• Starting a food bank that incorporates homebound disabled people and  
 seniors in its management structure. 

• Establishing a network of local people to supervise visitations among  
 family members separated by child and family service agencies.   

• Organizing a neighborhood skills center where participants decide  
 what will be taught. 

Building trust and "social capital" through connections and linkages: 

• Creating intergenerational linkages between elders and children. 

• Connecting two troubled teens in different parts of the country who  
 now share a supportive "pen-pal" relationship over the internet. 

• Identification of a homebound man with computer expertise who can  
 tutor young students. 

• Connecting families of children with mental illnesses so they can  
 jointly advocate for their children. 

• Linking a man who lost everything in a fire to an advocate who could  
 assist him in the process of rebuilding his life. 

• Creating supportive links among families with problems. 

• Providing opportunities for people to volunteer to share with others. 
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Civic involvement: 

• Registering voters and providing transportation to polling places. 

• Creating volunteer advocacy networks for assisting families through  
 interactions with institutions and agencies. 

• Involving more adults in youth activities such as sports teams or clubs.  

• Monitoring by residents of an urban greenspace project. 

• Identifying neighborhood people who can act as spokespeople on issues  
 of concern to community members. 

• Opening opportunities for volunteer action for the benefit of the  
 community. 

From the examples you can see that tangible results can be small-scale or large-
scale, and can involve relationship building among just a few individuals with 
common interests, or multiple entities ranging from individual residents to large 
institutions.  The leader of one community organization that has grown over 
many years into a major community development corporation shares the pride 
he feels in the group's accomplishments: 

We started out as a small group just trying to prevent the total destruction 
of our community by outside developers and city agencies.  Now we are 
about to embark on the largest manufacturing project to be undertaken in 
the city of New York in 50 years, in which we will employ more than 1,500 
local residents!   

Intangible results are sometimes harder to identify, but are certainly no less 
important.  Members of the communities engaged in the asset-based 
development process often speak about the positive perspective that nearly 
everyone develops as a result of gathering and working with individual 
capacities.  Intangible results are usually those differences in feelings and 
attitudes that result from seeing the community and its members in a new way--
as a collection of capacities rather than a set of needs. 

Here are some examples of intangible results reported by residents who have 
engaged in an individual capacity inventory. 

• Community spirit and pride are enhanced. 

• Individuals see themselves differently--as citizens with the capacity  
 and authority to ask questions, and the power and ability to initiate and 

carry out the changes they desire.   
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• Community members previously identified only by their problems, for  
 example, "too old," "too young," "too poor," suddenly are viewed as 

contributing members of the community.   

• Community members who once looked around their neighborhood  
 and saw only problems, now see the limitless possibilities that exist. 

• People are more willing to reach out to their neighbors, get to know  
 them, and begin to build relationships that depend only upon individual 

trust and caring, rather than always asking outsiders for help. 
• Community residents develop a new sense of hope about themselves and 

their future, and increased confidence about and their ability to build a 
better life. 

 
One woman’s personal change exemplifies many of the intangible results we 
heard about: 

I’ve lived in this neighborhood a long time and I always used a post office 
box instead of my address.  I didn’t want people to know where I was 
from because I was embarrassed.  Since doing the survey and all of us see 
how many great people, places, and resources we have here, I feel 
different.  We have a lot going for us.  I feel proud of our neighborhood 
and how we are the ones making things happen.  Now I use my own 
address. 

 

When we say "building community from the inside out" we are referring to both 
tangible and intangible outcomes that result from the community building 
process.  Believing in oneself and one's neighbors and the individual and 
collective ability to accomplish something worthwhile is just as important as the 
concrete outcome of actually starting a new enterprise.  In fact, they are reverse 
sides of the same accomplishment.  Believing in the capacity to accomplish goals 
is necessary before concrete goals can be successfully achieved.   

Remember, successful community building depends on both: 

 

• Building a belief in the capacities of local people, and  

• Mobilizing their capacities to produce concrete outcomes.   
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The rest of this guide is presented in three parts.  The remainder of Chapter One 
introduces the six organizations whose experiences are featured in this guide.  
Chapter Two is devoted to sharing the experiences of these community groups 
as they incorporated an individual capacity inventory into their community-
building plan.  Chapter Three offers tips and lessons learned by these 
organizations about how to successfully conduct an inventory of the capacities of 
local residents.  Chapter Four briefly introduces some other resources for helping 
build communities from the inside out, including the Neighborhood Economic 
Series, a set of three workbooks that each explain a step-by-step process for 
accomplishing a specific component of whole-community economic 
mobilization.  The Appendix provides additional examples of successful 
individual capacity inventories adapted and used by still other organizations.   

The six community groups featured in Chapter 2 succeeded both in building a 
belief in the capacities of local residents, and in mobilizing these capacities to 
produce concrete community-building outcomes.  Results were achieved when 
individual residents began to see themselves as the core ingredients in problem 
solving related to their own and others concerns.  In each case committing to 
conduct a capacity inventory, designing the questions, gathering the information, 
and then assessing how to connect individuals and create strong relationships 
became the very process of community building.  The information shared by 
these groups comes directly from their citizen/members and includes what they 
have learned and accomplished from using an asset-based approach.   

The organizations featured here are unique in many ways.  We've tried to 
include organizations representing different kinds of membership, different 
kinds of places, and different styles or organizing.  For each group we attempt to 
answer each of the following questions: 

• Who are the members of this organization?  How many are there?  Are they 
individuals or is the group a consortium of associations or organizations?   

• What is the organization's purpose?  Why did they come together and what 
are they trying to accomplish? 

• How did they go about designing their capacity inventory?  How did they 
translate their ideas into a set of inventory questions? 

• How did they go about conducting their capacity inventory?  Were local 
residents involved in every phase of the project?   
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• How are they using the information they learned?  In what concrete ways are 
the capacities of individuals being incorporated in community-building 
efforts? 

While each organization may be different along some of these dimensions, the 
one thing each and every organization shares is a commitment to seeing 
themselves and their members as a collection of assets and capacities and to 
building on their internal resources.  The capacity inventory developed by each 
one is incorporated into their individual stories so that you will be able to see 
how each organization tailored their inventory to meet their specific needs.  
 

Introduction to the community organizations. 

• The Family Support Network (FSN) is made up of families whose focus is to 
promote connections for the purpose of resource sharing, advocacy, and 
mutual support.  They are located in the Seattle area, and their membership 
currently includes 150 families.  FSN uses volunteers from among the 
membership to conduct an individual capacity inventory, to maintain a 
databank of the capacities of local families, and to facilitate an exchange of 
resources among its members.  The organization was originally started by a 
working mother who realized that just as she herself needed help to keep up 
with the routine demands of daily life, so did other families.   

• Interfaith Action is a church-based community organization in Minneapolis.  
Among its activities the 25 member churches focus on economic development 
in low-income neighborhoods, which they pursue through their own 
community development corporation.  Interfaith Action currently counts as 
members more than 500 families.  The organization uses church volunteers to 
distribute their capacity inventory, which is primarily focused on discovering 
the economic capacities among its member families.  Originally formed to 
consolidate local power in response to discriminatory practices by institutions 
in their community, the group subsequently decided to incorporate an asset-
based perspective into their development efforts.  

• The Sierra County Children's Health Collaborative (SCCHC) is a network of 
organizations and individuals whose purpose is working together to find 
ways to promote community health by focusing on the health of their 
children.  SCCHC is a rural organization serving a sparsely populated, 
mountainous county covering 900 square miles in California.  Collaboration 
workers conduct capacity inventories, enter the information into a 
computerized system, and promote connections among individuals.  
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 They help people meet in settings in which they can share their capacities to 
improve the nutritional, emotional, physical, spiritual, and economic health 
of children and families.  SCCHC originally formed in response to a funder's 
Request for Proposals that called for an agenda for community action around 
health issues. 

• The Neighborhood Pride Team (NPT) is an organization whose membership 
is comprised of formerly isolated individuals whose purpose is discovering 
their individual and collective strengths and using these strengths for 
community problem solving, especially in terms of economic development.  
NPT is located in a struggling and isolated Portland neighborhood, and its 
membership currently includes 60 women and 7 men.  Individual members 
conduct a capacity inventory among their neighbors and then work to link 
people with similar interests to undertake activities for creating local 
economic opportunities, promoting self esteem, and developing careers.  
Originally organized with a general goal of reducing the isolation of the 
families living in the economically disadvantaged area, NPT has created a 
vision that promotes pride, economic development, and hope for the future.   

• The Mutual Partnerships Coalition (MPC) is made up of large and small 
groups ranging from health maintenance organizations to churches.  Their 
purpose is to work together toward community well-being by bringing youth 
and the elderly into intergenerational networks that focus on reducing 
isolation and improving health.  A Seattle group, MPC has five member 
organizations representing many individuals.  Each member group employs a 
"community guide," an individual who conducts capacity inventories among 
local residents and facilitates linkages among those individuals whose needs 
and interests correspond.  The MPC coalition originally came together to 
respond to a challenge from a large foundation to develop community health 
projects that would promote stronger communities.   

• Banana Kelly Community Improvement Association (BK) is a large, not-for-
profit community development corporation whose purpose is building 
community through activities in housing, economic development, and 
education.  BK is an urban organization located and serving residents in the 
South Bronx.  BK conducts a capacity inventory among residents in order to 
mobilize them in their many economic development and housing 
management efforts.  The organization originally started as a community 
response to the activities of several institutions who were moving to displace 
local residents.  BK is currently responsible for the largest new manufacturing 
project to be undertaken in New York City in 50 years, and plans to employ at 
least 1,500 local residents in this development effort. 
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The organizations featured in this guide and the stories they share represent just 
a few of the creative ways that community groups around the country are 
making the asset-based development process work for them.  Each of these 
organizations has taken the idea of building communities from the inside out 
and applied it to their own particular circumstances and settings.  Each one has 
taken the original capacity inventory design and modified it so that it is able to 
capture the kind of specific information about local residents they feel will be 
most useful in the asset-mobilization project they have designed for themselves 
and their community.   

No two of the organizations featured here are exactly alike, although they each 
share at least one or two characteristics with one or more of the other groups.   

Membership 

• The membership of the Family Support Network and the Neighborhood 
Pride Team are made up primarily of individuals living in neighborhoods; 
Interfaith Action's membership includes families affiliated with 25 churches 
across the larger metropolitan area; the Sierra County Children's Health 
Collaborative, the Mutual Partnerships Coalition, and the Banana Kelly 
Community Improvement Association have a combination of individual, 
organizational, and institutional members.   

Location 

• Banana Kelly, Interfaith Action, and the Mutual Partnerships Coalition are 
urban organizations, while the Sierra County Children's Health Collaborative 
is a rural group, and the Family Support Network and the Neighborhood 
Pride Team are located in small neighborhoods situated in larger urban 
centers.   

Surveyors 

• The Neighborhood Pride Team, the Family Support Network, and Interfaith 
Action use volunteers to conduct their capacity inventory; the Sierra County 
Children's Health Collaborative uses local schools to distribute the inventory; 
member groups in the Mutual Partnerships Coalition hire community guides 
who conduct the inventory among local residents; and Banana Kelly conducts 
the inventory among new residents in the buildings they manage and among 
local people who come into contact with any one of their sub-groups. 
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Uses and results 

• Interfaith Action, Banana Kelly, and the Mutual Partnerships Coalition use 
the capacity inventory as the basis for large- and small-scale local economic 
development projects; The Sierra County Children's Health Collaborative and 
the Family Support Network use the capacity inventory as the basis for 
improving the general health of community members by creating and 
expanding networks of local people who can exchange resources with one 
another; and the Neighborhood Pride Team uses the capacity inventory for 
both expanding relationships and creating job and career opportunities. 

 

 

The remainder of this guide explores the organizations and their goals in more 
depth, explains the way they made use of the asset-based approach, and shares 
some of the lessons they learned in the process of building community from the 
inside out.  In addition, each story includes a reproduction of the actual capacity 
inventory used by the different groups.  For examples of capacity inventories 
developed by groups other than those featured in this guide, please refer to the 
Appendix where five more unique examples are provided. 

 

Please note that while we have attempted to reproduce each of the inventories as 
exactly as possible, in the interest of space we have eliminated most of the blank 
lines that each group originally included for entering the answers provided by 
the individuals.   
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CHAPTER TWO 

SHARING THE EXPERIENCE 

 

This chapter will report the experiences of six very different communities, each 
of which has created its own tools and methods of mapping and mobilizing the 
capacities of local residents.  Each of these stories contains valuable lessons for 
community builders everywhere. 

 

FAMILY SUPPORT NETWORK 

An urban network of families working together on a voluntary basis to promote family-
based connections for the purpose of resource sharing and mutual support 

The Family Support Network (FSN) is made up of families who joined together 
to create people-to-people connections that allow individuals and families to 
support one another.  Its members believe that it is a good system for building 
community.  FSN is about sharing and caring, and the network focuses on peer 
support.  Network meetings connect people who ordinarily would not be in 
relationship, for example, a homeless man and a judge.  The Family Support 
Network provides a way for families to increase their participation in the 
everyday life of their community.   

The Family Support Network is a "ramp into everyday life," a thriving 
environment where building community happens through a caring, lively, and 
fun process of neighbor-to-neighbor exchange.  Belonging to the network is like 
being part of a big extended family.  Members gather for fun, companionship, 
support, and when needed, help from their neighbors.  The FSN connects people 
together by phone, e-mail, or personal contact.  Neighborhood gatherings are 
offered on a regular basis to provide people in the community a place to meet, 
share a meal and discuss various topics of interest.   Local agencies utilize the 
FSN to enhance support services to their clients and help them be more self-
sufficient.  Based in the Seattle area, FSN's membership includes 250 families 
from across America. 

How does the network function? 
Each individual or family completes a registration form which includes a brief 
capacity inventory.  Those with computers can register through the FSN website 
which immediately transfers the information directly into the FSN  
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Databank.  The databank provides the basis for all communication, organizing, 
and matching of network members.  Each family in the network has agreed to 
share their gifts and resources with other families and in return receive access to 
the gifts and resources of other families.  All families agree to participate on a 
regular basis to keep the connections going among all members.  A packed and 
informative newsletter keeps the members informed of upcoming activities and 
opportunities for involvement. 

The FSN is an informal organization and is operated totally by volunteers.  A 
variety of jobs are available, each one considered an integral part of the 
functioning network.   

• Good Neighbors include all the members of the network.  They connect with 
their neighbors--other network members--whenever a reason arises.  People 
become good neighbors by filling out a capacity inventory and agreeing to 
become part of the network of supportive families.  Recently, the FSN 
capacity inventory has been used to sign up long-distance Good Neighbors 
on the FSN website. 

• Family Advocates participate in a training course in order to be prepared to 
advocate for and support member families when they are dealing with 
bureaucracies or systems with which they may be unfamiliar, for example, 
health care providers, courts, social workers, or police.  They use their skills 
to help families navigate these systems, and may accompany families who 
have meetings with one of these entities. 

• Community Connectors are neighbors who use the database to connect people 
to others in the community in order to match requests, interests, or needs.  
Community Connectors track the inventory data and use their familiarity 
with the gifts and capacities of the network members to promote and 
facilitate the most appropriate connections. 

• FSN Partners are businesses who contribute cash, time, expertise, services, 
and equipment to the FSN community networking activities.  

The Family Support Network has a wonderful track record of creating useful and 
valuable relationships.  In 1995, out of 1,000 requests for connections, 96% 
resulted in successful connections with another member of the community.  
These matches were based on requests such as child care, respite care, providing 
transportation, negotiating debt payments, supervising child protection visits, 
sheltering fire victims, locating housing, and advocating for families with large 
bureaucracies.  In addition, many connections were made for the simple purpose 
of connecting people with similar interests or in  
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response to the desire of members to share their gifts and capacities with other 
members of the network.  The FSN volunteers find that almost every need, 
interest, or request can be matched by another Good Neighbor or Family 
Advocate in the network. 

The Family Support Network also offers its members several kinds of activities 
in which they can become involved in order to share their individual gifts and 
capacities. 

• Family activities encourage members to get together for fun with neighbors 
and friends.  FSN sponsors picnics, trips to the movies, ballgames, and camp-
outs for its members. 

• Neighborhood Gatherings allow members to get together for supportive talk 
about family issues--including divorce, mental health, family violence, and 
disruptive behavior--with other families facing the same situation. 

The Family Support Network was started by a working mother with four 
children who felt she needed help to keep up with all the demands made upon 
her in her life.  Her personal need for a community of supportive people led to 
the development of a support network of families in her area that were 
experiencing similar stress and isolation.  This woman's goal for the last 10 years 
has been to connect more neighbors to neighbors for the purpose of helping one 
another.     

Family Support Network success stories 

• A mother with a child with serious physical disabilities was having trouble 
getting the school to provide adequate resources.  An FSN Family Advocate 
was able to assist the mother to get the school to meet her demands for her 
child's well being.  As a result of this connection, a friendship was formed 
between the two women and when the Family Advocate's child became 
aggressive at home, the mother was able to help out by taking the child for 
the weekend.  The boy became a great support for the disabled child, and the 
two families continue in a nurturing relationship with one another. 

• An elderly woman, concerned about health care issues, was connected with 
an isolated mother whose son had behavior problems.  Connecting these two 
women has resulted in the mother helping the older woman with her health 
care difficulties; the older woman assisting with caring for the son; and the 
development of a solid friendship between two formerly isolated individuals. 
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• A family living in public housing needed some shelves in their apartment.  
Their case worker connected them with the Family Support Network, who 
found people with the tools, skills, and materials that were necessary to build 
the shelves without delay. 

• An e-mail connection was created between two troubled teenagers in 
different parts of the country.  An advice and pen-pal relationship has 
developed.  

The Family Support Network's individual capacity inventory is fairly short and 
asks questions about the abilities and interests of the individual, their expertise, 
what outdoor and indoor activities they have experience doing, and what 
resources they have that they would be willing to share with other members of 
the community. 
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Networking with Neighbors 

 Name:  Home Phone:  

 Street Address:  Work Phone:  

 City:  State:  Zip:  

 My occupation is:  Special Training:  

 My favorite hobbies are:  Volunteer Exp/Interests:  

 Hours available to be contacted:  Languages spoken:  
  
 ABILITIES & INTERESTS 
 • Hairdresser 
 • Cosmetologist 
 • Nails 
 • Carpentry 
 • Masonry 
 • Plumbing 
 • Car Repair 
 • TV Repair 
 • VCR Repair 
 • Camcorder Repair 
 • Appliance Repair 
 • Lawnmowing 
 • Landscaping 
 • Gardening 
 • Basketry 
 • Indoor Decorating 
 • Housepainting 
 • Chimney Sweeping 
 • Gutter Cleaning 
 • Reading 
 • Tailoring 
 • Altering 
 • Photographer 
 • Videographer 
 • Storytelling 
 • Clowning 
 • Singer:______ 
 • Instrument:______ 
 • Dancer:______ 
 • Actor/Actress 
 • Leatherwork 
 • Puppeteer 
 • Car Racing 
 • Boat Racing 
 • Motocross 
 • Motorcycle Touring 
 • Mentor 
 • Tutor 
  Subject:______ 

 
 EXPERTISE 
 • Childcare 
 • Eldercare 
 • Accountant 
 • Bookkeeper 
 • Lawyer 
 • Law enforcement/Police 
 • Emergency Preparedness 
 • Image Consultant 
 • Personal Fitness 
 • Electrician 

 • Carpenter 
 • Plumber 
 • First Aid 
 
• CPR 
• Dentist 
• Medical Doctor 
• Naturopath 
• Nurse 
• Dietician 
• Chiropractor 
• Massage Therapist 
• Mediator 
• Auto Mechanic 
• Journalist 
• Pilot 
• Stockbroker 
• Sign Language 
• Graphic Artist 
• Technical Writer 
• Computer wiz:  
• Typist 
• Resume writer 
• Engineer   
• Architect 
• Historian 
• Cultural Diversity 
• Parenting Educator 
• Animal Breeder 
• Other:   
 
OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES 
• Camping 
• Hiking 
• Backpacking 
• Rock climbing 
• Horseback riding 
• Rappelling 
• Swimming 
• Walking 
• Jogging 
• Exercise 
• Cycling 
• Golfing 
• Tennis 
• Baseball 
• Football 
• Soccer 
• Volleyball 
• Basketball 
• Bowling 
• Hockey 
• Rowing 

• Archery 
• Hot air ballooning 
• Lake/Stream fishing 
• Fly Fishing 
• Ocean Fishing 
• Scuba Diving 
 
• Wind surfing 
• Sailing 
• Canoeing 
• Yachting 
• Kayaking 
• Rafting 
• Waterskiing 
• Downhill Skiing 
• Snowboarding 
• Cross country skiing 
• Handgliding 
• Bungy Jumping 
 
INDOOR ACTIVITIES 
• Baking 
• Cooking:   
• Canning 
• Ice skating 
• Roller skating 
• Gymnastics 
• Chess 
• Bridge 
• Stamp collecting 
• Coin collecting 
• Doll collecting 
• Needlepoint 
• Crocheting 
• Quilting 
• Painting 
• Sculpting 
• Pottery 
• Other:  
 
RESOURCES TO SHARE 
• Workshop 
• Pick-up driver 
• Lawnmower 
• Boat:  
• CB/Ham Radio/Operator 
• Generator: HP 
• Cabin 
• Contacts for special trips 
• IBM Computer 
• Macintosh Computer 
• Scanner 
• Laserjet printer 
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• Copy machine 
• Fax machine 
• Swimming pool 

• Spa/Jacuzzi 
•   
•   

•   
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INTERFAITH ACTION 

An urban and suburban coalition of churches whose purpose is to strengthen 
congregations, revitalize communities, and effect justice on social and economic issues.   

Interfaith Action is a coalition of churches that addresses a range of community 
issues including local economic development.  Its recently formed Hispanic CTI 
Campaign (CTI) takes a major role in Interfaith Action's goals of creating more 
local jobs, promoting the start-up of new small businesses, and strengthening the 
local economy by keeping dollars circulating within the community.  Three 
Latino churches have taken the lead in economic development efforts, and have 
made progress in developing business connections and organizing cooperative 
planning within the Latino community.  These three churches form a strong and 
diverse component of Interfaith Action's membership, and their congregations 
represent more than 500 families. 

Located in Minneapolis and inner-ring suburbs, Interfaith Action was originally 
founded by members of local churches in order to challenge the failure of a local 
bank to comply with the Community Reinvestment Act.  While continuing to use 
community organizing methods growing out of the tradition of the late Saul 
Alinsky, the group has subsequently added asset-based development tools and 
perspectives to its organizational approach.  Interfaith Action is about community 
organizing, and for its members this means organizing powerful relationships 
using the most effective methods it can discover.   

Interfaith Action have found that as a group of community people start to 
develop vision, identify goals, and begin action toward reaching their goals, the 
inevitable result is movement along a pathway that involves both partnerships 
and confrontations.  They therefore encourage their members to organize for the 
purpose of expanding relationships and power, and promote the idea that this 
interaction reflects a natural process in the development of effective leaders and 
a healthy community life.   

Interfaith Action has been able to consolidate their power and collectively 
address economic issues in their metro community.  Their strength for action is 
rooted in their knowledge that their members possess many individual capacities 
and, collectively, extensive community assets. 
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The individual capacity inventory developed by members of the Hispanic 
community is called a Community Talent Inventory, and is conducted among 
church members in one of the following three ways.   

• First, pairs of church volunteers complete the inventory among individual 
members of local congregations. 

• Second, the inventory is conducted among small groups of local residents 
whenever they gather. 

• Third, it is used in what Interfaith Action calls a "group blitz," an effort to 
conduct Sunday morning interviews among the occupants of the pews in 
local churches. 

Because Interfaith Action was especially interested in the potential start-up of 
small businesses and in residents' involvement in other local economic-
development activities, organizers created a short capacity inventory consisting 
of only five basic questions.  The questions gather information about residents' 
skills, interests, and experiences. 

Interfaith Action's inventory forms were prepared in both English and Spanish in 
order to accommodate the local residents and their language capabilities.  
Interfaith Action has conducted the inventories among more than 200 local 
church members.  The results demonstrate that this Latino community is rich in 
individual talent, business acumen, and experience in arts and crafts, theater, 
sales, the music industry, and in specialty food and catering. 

The capacity inventory process helped members of Interfaith Action to discover 
the talent, skills, and capacities possessed by individuals residing within the 
community and to see new opportunities for development.  As a result of using 
their capacity inventory among members of local congregations, Interfaith 
Action has successfully involved local entrepreneurs and local residents to work 
together toward whole-community economic development.   

Interfaith Action success stories 

Interfaith Action has several success stories to share that illustrate how 
information about individual capacities is being used.   

• In one community area, mobilizing the individual capacities discovered by 
conducting 100 inventories has resulted in a computer literacy center for skills 
development and skills exchange.   
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• In another neighborhood, comprised mostly of Spanish-speaking immigrants, 
the information gathered through the completion of 60 individual capacity 
inventories is being used for job and enterprise development.   

• Interfaith Action is partnering with various entities to establish a city-wide 
"Fiesta de los Lagos" festival, which will be a major ongoing program in the 
city of Minneapolis.  Scheduled for kick-off in the Fall of 1998, a "Fiesta" is 
planned which will consist of a 3-day market featuring local arts and crafts, 
food, music, and celebration.  The festivities at this annual street fair will 
showcase the talent and skills of Minneapolis' Latino community.   

• Local entrepreneurs have been motivated to establish a small business 
training program in the community for the purpose of promoting new 
business start-ups.  Interfaith Action is also currently negotiating with 
bankers and other established businesses to create a small business incubator, 
in order to provide support and technical assistance to new and growing 
businesses.  This incubator is the first Mercado Centro in Minneapolis. 

• After identifying 45 Spanish-speaking members interested in entrepreneurial 
activities but needing technical education, Interfaith Action members 
convinced a local technical school to hire a bilingual teacher and purchase 
Spanish-language textbooks in order to provide this assistance. 

• In the Camden community of Minneapolis, the Talent Inventory led to the 
creation of new business/community association, the Camden Economic 
Development Association (CEDA), which is securing partners and resources 
to develop a commercial intersection in Camden.   

Interfaith Action's individual capacity inventory is brief and focuses on 
developing an understanding of the skills and abilities possessed by local 
residents and the extent to which they are interested in using these capacities in 
efforts to build the local economy. 
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INTERFAITH ACTION- COMMUNITY TALENT INVENTORY 

 NAME:  

 ADDRESS:  ZIP:  

 PHONE:  INSTITUTION:  

  
LIST BELOW THE ANSWERS YOU GET TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS: 

 1. What do you do well?  For example, cooking, "I'm a good listener," cross-stitching,  
  public speaking, plumbing, etc.  (We want to know practical skills and social skills). 

  Have you ever been paid for any of these skills? 

  No  Yes  Which Ones  

 2. When you think about all of these skills which would you say are the ones you are  
  best at or enjoy doing most? 

  Would you be interested in making money doing them or teaching someone else to learn  
  them?  (i.e., a gardener selling produce, someone who makes quilts selling them at a  
 craft fair, teaching someone carpentry skills etc.) 

  Which skill would you like to use to -  Make money  

      Teach others  

  Have you tried to make money on a skill and been successful? No  

       Yes  
  What skills  

  What happened  

 3. Have you ever thought of starting a business at home or in the neighborhood? 

  No  Yes   

  What kind of business would you start? 

  Why haven't you started it? 

  What would lead you to try? 

 4. What are some of the groups you belong to?  Do you have a role in these groups? 
  (chair, fund-raiser, treasurer, troop leader, etc.) 

 5. Can we list these skills in a published inventory for the community? 

  Volunteer  Yes  No  

  Paid  Yes  No  
 This inventory was completed by:  
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SIERRA COUNTY CHILDREN'S HEALTH COLLABORATIVE 

A county-wide, rural collaboration among residents and school-based parent associations 
who work together to encourage overall community health with a special emphasis on the 

health of children 

 

Sierra County Children's Health Collaborative (SCCHC) is comprised of 
individuals, families, and local associations who have come together to promote 
the health of their children and the community in general.  Their goal is to bring 
community residents together to work towards building strong, mutually helpful 
relationships, and in doing so, increase the health of everyone.  SCCHC defines 
health in the broadest terms and focuses its efforts on a wide range of health 
issues including the nutritional, emotional, physical, spiritual, and economic 
health of their children, families, and community. 

The members of this organization come together through their participation in 
school-based parent associations.  California's Sierra County is a rural area of 900 
square miles near Lake Tahoe.  More than three thousand people reside in this 
area and SCCHC would ultimately like to identify the gifts and capacities of each 
individual, and then connect them to one another.  One big challenge has been 
the large size of the target area, and the sizable distance separating the residents.  
Consequently, Sierra County Children's Health Collaborative decided to 
organize and operate through the county's four elementary schools, a strategy 
that allows them to build connections through parents' involvement in their 
children's schools. 

SCCHC has established the Sierra Kids Action Network (SKAN) as a mechanism 
for people to connect.  SKAN is a computerized system that offers opportunities 
for people to get involved.  Regular volunteer activities include: 

• Tutoring for young people who need help with their academic work. 

• Assisting community residents, both adults and children, with a variety of 
issues, such as improving access to medical care, and increasing knowledge 
about and use of local programs. 

• Connecting parents so that they can work collectively on issues affecting 
youth, such as linking young people to local institutional programs and 
resources, and helping young people prepare for learning. 
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• Identifying business and community leaders who might be prepared to make 
presentations in the classrooms. 

The information in the SKAN system is collected through the use of an 
individual capacity inventory which SCCHC calls a "Community Resources 
Inventory."  The collaboration has completed 249 inventories to date, from 
among parents involved in one of the four elementary schools.  Capacity 
inventories are completed either by a collaborative employee who meets with 
families in one-to-one settings, or individually by parents when they come to 
their local schools for an event or activity.  This process is helping them to 
generate a complete understanding of parents' skills, interests, and abilities.  A 
second inventory also captures information about the concerns parents have 
about the young people of Sierra County.   

SCCHC workers have been excited by the extent of the information they are 
collecting for the computer database.  They report that people have indicated 
both that they have many more skills and resources than they ever imagined, 
and that they are very willing to share them with each other.  The capacity 
inventory was designed to allow two people in a household to respond, in the 
hopes of getting both parents to participate.  Because SCCHC hopes to find out 
more about each individual than just their current skills, they ask each person to 
indicate both: 

• whether or not they possess a particular skill or experience, and 

• whether or not they are willing to get involved in a project that uses that  
 skill or experience.   

Sierra County Children's Health Collaborative has a toll-free 800 telephone 
number for people to call to tap into the SKAN database and to help make 
connections.  Refrigerator magnets have been distributed throughout the county 
to advertise the telephone number and familiarize residents with the project.  In 
addition, pamphlets sent home with school children describe the benefits of 
participation and the matching process.  

Because the collaboration has been successful so far, the organization plans to 
expand the project to include other county residents who do not have elementary 
school aged children.  In addition, they plan to create and use a capacity 
inventory for children because they believe that children represent another 
untapped resource in their community, with skills and capacities to contribute. 
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Sierra County Children's Health Collaborative originated when residents of the 
county responded to a foundation invitation to organize a community agenda 
around health concerns.  From the beginning, residents seized the opportunity 
not only to improve health, but to approach the work in a way that helped to 
bridge long-standing rifts between different groups in the county.  By defining 
their project as county-wide, they linked two populations-- the West side of the 
county, where residents are primarily newcomers and "urban transplants," and 
the East side of the county where residents are mostly long-settled families who 
make their living from cattle ranching or logging.  Noting that the interests and 
concerns of the residents of these distinct parts of the county can be very 
different, SCCHC uses the common interest in children and children's health 
issues as a unifying theme around which to involve members from both parts of 
the county.  Doing so has enabled SCCHC to successfully involve parents from 
all over the county in a common effort.   

Sierra County Children's Health Collaborative success stories 

SCCHC is just beginning to make new connections among the residents who 
have completed the capacity inventory process, but they have helped a number 
of people make new connections with other community members. 

• The collaborative has discovered people with all kinds of skills, abilities, and 
interests, all of whom are willing to get involved in the community for the 
purpose of exchanging skills, care, and information. 

• Resident artists have been connected with the elementary schools so that 
children can benefit from their expertise and knowledge. 

• Story tellers (23 in fact!), have been identified, and have contributed their time 
at the schools and at community functions. 

• A retired elementary school teacher has been connected with a school that 
was not able to offer any early childhood education courses.  Because of the 
match, there are now two such courses offered at the school. 

The information in the SKAN database is available to anyone in the county to use 
for the purpose of making connections with other community members.  The 
people in this county are quickly developing a community of tight relationships 
by recognizing each others' gifts, and by organizing ways to contribute together 
to make a more healthy place for young people to learn and grow. 
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COMMUNITY RESOURCES INVENTORY 

The purpose of this Community Resources Inventory is to identify the gifts, strengths, 
and abilities that you are willing to share with the community.  The information you 
provide will be used to connect people and resources to benefit our children and their 
families.  The Inventory will take about 20 minutes per person to complete.  Your 
participation and time are greatly appreciated! 

Part 1-Personal Information  
Person A Person B 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone:                              Age: 
Male                                 Female 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone:                              Age: 
Male                                 Female 

Part 2-Skil ls Information 
We are interested in all your skills and abilities.  They may have been learned through 
experience in the home or with your family.  They may be skills you've learned at church 
or in the community.  They may also be skills you learned on the job.  
If you have experience and skill with any of the following activities, please mark the box 
identified "Experience or Skill" next to the item.  If you would like to help in these areas 
sometimes in the future, then also mark the box identified "Willing to Help." 

I. Child Care Person A Person B 

Question Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

 Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

Caring for babies (under 1 year) ! !  ! ! 
Caring for children (1 to 6 years) ! !  ! ! 
Caring for children (7 to 13 years) ! !  ! ! 
Caring for children w/special needs ! !  ! ! 
Foster Parent ! !  ! ! 
Child Care Provider ! !  ! ! 
Caring for child w/behavior problem ! !  ! ! 
Caring for a group of children ! !  ! ! 
Caring for child (not yours) overnight ! !  ! ! 
Caring for sick children ! !  ! ! 
Are you interested in becoming a 
licensed child care provider? 
Person A  Yes                No 
Person B  Yes                No 

! !  ! ! 

I I . Community Skil ls Person A Person B 

Question Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

 Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

Telephoning a list of people to invite 
them to participate in something 

! !  ! ! 

Organizing a party or special event ! !  ! ! 
Going door-to-door in your neighbor- 
hood for some program 

! !  ! ! 

Being an officer in an organization or 
chairing a committee 

! !  ! ! 
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I Ia. Community Skil ls (Cont) Person A Person B 

Question Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

 Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

Writing grants ! !  ! ! 
Belonging to a support group ! !  ! ! 
Being a representative of a group ! !  ! ! 
Writing letters to the newspaper or 
government officials to support 
something for kids or families 

! !  ! ! 

Presenting a workshop (Topic:) 
Person A: 
Person B: 

! !  ! ! 

I Ib. Community Skil ls - Organizational  

 Person A Person B 

Question Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

 Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

ORGANIZED OR PARTICIPATED IN ANY 
OF THE FOLLOWING COMMUNITY 
ACTIVITIES: 

! !  ! ! 

Boy Scouts/Girl Scouts/4-H ! !  ! ! 
School-Parent Association ! !  ! ! 
School Boosters Club ! !  ! ! 
Sports Teams ! !  ! ! 
Camping trips for kids ! !  ! ! 
Outdoor recreation (hiking, fishing) ! !  ! ! 
Field Trips ! !  ! ! 
Organizations for the Arts ! !  ! ! 
Fundraisers for an organization ! !  ! ! 
Yard/Rummage sales ! !  ! ! 
Thrift shops ! !  ! ! 
Bingo ! !  ! ! 
Committee appointed by the County 
Board of Supervisors 

! !  ! ! 

Religious organization ! !  ! ! 
Church supper ! !  ! ! 
Fraternal organization/Sorority ! !  ! ! 
Political organization or campaign ! !  ! ! 
Volunteer Fire Department Ambulance ! !  ! ! 
Hospital or Fire Department Auxiliary ! !  ! ! 
Hospice ! !  ! ! 
Property owners association or 
neighborhood organization 

! !  ! ! 

Special interest club (hobby, sport) ! !  ! ! 
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I I I . Parenting and Family Support  

 Person A Person B 

Question Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

 Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

Having a special relationship with a 
child not in your family 

! !  ! ! 

Cooking and delivering meals for 
someone during a time of need 

! !  ! ! 

Providing respite care so a regular 
caregiver can take a break 

! !  ! ! 

Providing live-in care for more than 24 
hours 

! !  ! ! 

Visiting or calling the "home-bound" or 
lonely 

! !  ! ! 

Giving food, clothing, money or 
household items to a family in need 

! !  ! ! 

Giving money or good to a food bank 
or holiday gifts for needy kids 

! !  ! ! 

Helping a person or family with medical 
problems 

! !  ! ! 

Helping a person or family with juvenile 
delinquency, probation, prison, or legal 
problems 

! !  ! ! 

Helping a person or family with child 
abuse or domestic violence 

! !  ! ! 

Running errands, shopping, or driving 
for someone who needs transportation 

! !  ! ! 

Caring for someone else's pet ! !  ! ! 
Listening to or giving support to 
someone who needs someone to talk 
to about their problems 

! !  ! ! 

Referring someone in need to a social 
service program  Which Program? 

! !  ! ! 

Do you have any kind of health-related license or certificate (CPR, CNA, EMT?) 
If so, what?  Person A:                                           Person B: 
Do you have any type of legal or social service license or certificate? 
If so, what?  Person A:                                           Person B: 

IV. Education and Youth Activities 

 Person A Person B 

Question Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

 Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

Helping in a child's classroom ! !  ! ! 
Helping to grade papers ! !  ! ! 
Providing a class activity or program ! !  ! ! 
Providing some kind of support for the 
school 

! !  ! ! 

Organizing games and activities for 
children or adults 

! !  ! ! 
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IV. Education and Youth Activities (Cont)  

 Person A Person B 

Question Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

 Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

Providing music, art or crafts for 
others 

! !  ! ! 

Chaperoning teen activities ! !  ! ! 
Certified swimming/water safety 
instructor 

! !  ! ! 

Teaching a skill to an individual or 
group (What do you teach best?) 
Person A:             Person B: 

! !  ! ! 

Tutoring ! !  ! ! 
Listening to a child read aloud ! !  ! ! 
Chaperoning a field trip ! !  ! ! 
Working with a literacy program ! !  ! ! 
Working in the school library-
reading/story telling 

! !  ! ! 

Leading recreation activities ! !  ! ! 
Do you have any kind of teaching credential?  If so what kind?  (Elementary, Secondary, 
Substitute, Community College, Montessori, other) 
Person A:                                           Person B: 

V. Transportation Person A Person B 

Question Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

 Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

Driving a car ! !  ! ! 
Driving a van ! !  ! ! 
Driving a bus ! !  ! ! 
Driving a commercial truck ! !  ! ! 
Driving a tractor/trailer ! !  ! ! 
Driving a vehicle/delivering goods ! !  ! ! 
Hauling ! !  ! ! 
Operating farm equipment ! !  ! ! 
Do you have any kind of special driver's license (Commercial, School Bus, etc.)?  If so, what kind?     
Person A:                                                  Person B: 

VI. Food Person A Person B 

Question Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

 Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

Catering ! !  ! ! 
Serving food to large numbers of 
people (more than 10) 

! !  ! ! 

Preparing meals for large numbers of 
people (more than 10) 

! !  ! ! 

Menu planning for large numbers of 
people (more than 10) 

! !  ! ! 
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VI. Food (Cont) Person A Person B 

Question Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

 Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

Clearing/Setting tables for large 
numbers of people (more than 10) 

! !  ! ! 

Washing dishes for large numbers of 
people (more than 10) 

! !  ! ! 

Operating commercial food preparation 
equipment 

! !  ! ! 

Bartending ! !  ! ! 
Meat cutting ! !  ! ! 
Baking/cake decorating ! !  ! ! 
Teaching food preparation skills ! !  ! ! 
VII. Office/Supervisory Skil ls 

 Person A Person B 

Question Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

 Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

Filling out forms ! !  ! ! 
Typing or keyboard entry (Speed 
WPM) 

! !  ! ! 

Operating an adding 
machine/calculator 

! !  ! ! 

Answering phones & taking phone 
messages or phone orders 

! !  ! ! 

Writing business letters or reports (not 
typing) 

! !  ! ! 

Keeping track of supplies ! !  ! ! 
Bookkeeping or accounting ! !  ! ! 
Entering information into a computer ! !  ! ! 
Word processing ! !  ! ! 
Filing alphabetically/numerically ! !  ! ! 
Operating computer software: 
PC                   Macintosh 
Network 

! !  ! ! 

Computer programming ! !  ! ! 
Teaching computer skills to others ! !  ! ! 
Planning work for other people ! !  ! ! 
Directing and evaluating the work of 
other people 

! !  ! ! 

Making a budget ! !  ! ! 
Keeping records of all your activities ! !  ! ! 
Interviewing people ! !  ! ! 
Maintaining employee personnel 
records 

! !  ! ! 
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VIII. Sales Person A Person B 

Question Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

 Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

Operating a cash register ! !  ! ! 
Selling products wholesale or for a 
manufacturer 

! !  ! ! 

Selling services ! !  ! ! 
Selling door-to-door ! !  ! ! 
Selling by phone ! !  ! ! 
Selling by mail ! !  ! ! 
Selling in a store ! !  ! ! 
Selling in your home ! !  ! ! 
What products/services have you 
sold? 
Person A: 
Person B: 

! !  ! ! 

Starting a small business ! !  ! ! 
Operating a small business ! !  ! ! 
IX. Construction/Repairs Person A Person B 

Question Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

 Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

Painting ! !  ! ! 
Wallpapering ! !  ! ! 
Furniture making or repairing ! !  ! ! 
Plumbing repairs ! !  ! ! 
Bricklaying and masonry ! !  ! ! 
Installing windows ! !  ! ! 
Cleaning chimneys ! !  ! ! 
Installing/repairing siding ! !  ! ! 
Tile work ! !  ! ! 
Building room additions ! !  ! ! 
Installing drywall ! !  ! ! 
Carpentry work ! !  ! ! 
Installing/repairing roofing ! !  ! ! 
Cabinetmaking ! !  ! ! 
Insulation ! !  ! ! 
Plastering ! !  ! ! 
Concrete ! !  ! ! 
Floor covering ! !  ! ! 
Do you have any kind of contractor's license?  If so, what kind? 
Person A:                                           Person B: 
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X. Maintenance/Repairs Person A Person B 

Question Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

 Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

Snow shoveling ! !  ! ! 
Snow blowing ! !  ! ! 
Snow plowing ! !  ! ! 
Cutting firewood ! !  ! ! 
Washing windows ! !  ! ! 
Cleaning carpets ! !  ! ! 
General household cleaning ! !  ! ! 
Fixing leaky faucets ! !  ! ! 
Assembling items ! !  ! ! 
Repairing small engines ! !  ! ! 
Mowing lawns ! !  ! ! 
Planting and caring for gardens ! !  ! ! 
Pruning trees and shrubs ! !  ! ! 
Wood stripping/refinishing ! !  ! ! 
Repairing small appliances or electronic 
equipment or computers 

! !  ! ! 

Repairing major appliances ! !  ! ! 
Auto/truck repair ! !  ! ! 
Heating/air conditioning repair ! !  ! ! 
Other: ! !  ! ! 
XI. The Arts Person A Person B 

Question Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

 Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

Singing solo ! !  ! ! 
Singing in a group ! !  ! ! 
Teaching/leading singing ! !  ! ! 
Dance ! !  ! ! 
Playing an instrument solo ! !  ! ! 
Playing an instrument in a group ! !  ! ! 
Teaching/leading instrumental music ! !  ! ! 
Theater: acting or directing ! !  ! ! 
Painting ! !  ! ! 
Drawing ! !  ! ! 
Sculpture ! !  ! ! 
Ceramics ! !  ! ! 
Photography ! !  ! ! 
Calligraphy ! !  ! ! 
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XI. The Arts Person A Person B 

Question Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

 Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

Quilting or other fabric arts ! !  ! ! 
Other arts/crafts (Which?) 
Person A: 
Person B: 

! !  ! ! 

XII. Other Person A Person B 

Question Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

 Experience 
or Skills 

Willing to 
Help 

Sewing, dressmaking, tailoring ! !  ! ! 
Upholstering ! !  ! ! 
Knitting, crocheting ! !  ! ! 
Interior decorating ! !  ! ! 
Moving furniture or equipment to 
different locations 

! !  ! ! 

Farm and ranch skills ! !  ! ! 
Managing property ! !  ! ! 
Hair dressing/cutting ! !  ! ! 
Graphic design ! !  ! ! 
Public speaking ! !  ! ! 
Phone surveys ! !  ! ! 
Mining skills ! !  ! ! 
Timber skills ! !  ! ! 

 
 
 Other skills you have that you are willing to share: 
 Person A:   
    
 Person B:   
    
 
 XIII. Priority Skills 

 1. When you think about your skills, what three things do you think you do best? 

 Person A: 1.  Person B: 1.  
   2.  Person B: 2.  
   3.  Person B: 3.  

 2. Which of your skills are you most likely to volunteer? 
 Person A: 1.  Person B: 1.  
   2.  Person B: 2.  
   3.  Person B: 3.  
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 3. Are there any skills you would like to teach? 
 Person A: 1.  Person B: 1.  
   2.  Person B: 2.  
   3.  Person B: 3.  

 4. What skills would you most like to learn? 
 Person A: 1.  Person B: 1.  
   2.  Person B: 2.  
   3.  Person B: 3.  
 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME 

 Please check any that apply: 

 1) I give permission for the information I have provided to be used for a community 
resources database.  Someone from the Sierra Country Children's Health Collaborative 
may contact me either in person, by letter or by phone  regarding activities to which I 
might contribute my time and skills. 

 Person A:  ! Person B: ! 

 1) I give permission for the information I have provided to be included in a 
 Community Resources Directory. 

 Person A:  ! Person B: ! 

 Person A:  Signature  Date  

 Person B:  Signature  Date  

 PLEASE RETURN THIS SURVEY TO: 

Sierra County Children's Health Collaborative 

 If you prefer, you may fax this form. 

 For more information about Sierra Kids and the Community Resources Directory, 
 please call. 

   
 For Sierra Kids Use only: 

 Date Survey Delivered:  Survey Due Date:   

 Survey Received:  
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NEIGHBORHOOD PRIDE TEAM 

An organization of women and men who live in a small, lower income suburb, whose 
purpose is to reduce the isolation of individual residents, to increase local employment, 

and to build the local economy 

 

The Neighborhood Pride Team (NPT) is an organization comprised of 60 women 
and 7 men who focus their energy on building a strong neighborhood 
organization in order to effectively address local issues and begin to develop the 
local economy.  NPT has three specific goals toward which they direct their 
energies: 

• Creating and finding job opportunities with easy access for their residents. 

• Providing job training and building the self-esteem necessary to promote 
residents' successful transition to new jobs, while honoring the survival skills 
developed by the women living in the community. 

• Building a new sense of community pride. 

NPT is located in a community on the Southeast side of Portland.  Because the 
area was only recently annexed into the city, the neighborhood lacks 
infrastructure such as sewers, well paved streets, sidewalks, and streetlights.  
The area still feels like a small rural town, and becoming part of the larger urban 
area has been a struggle for the residents of the community.  Over half the 
residents of the community are living below median income and more than 30% 
of the resident adults have not completed high school.  A large proportion of 
women receive public assistance and are the single heads of households.  As a 
result, agencies representing the urban area approached the residents of this 
community with the attitude that they needed help, causing increased 
withdrawal by residents who began to be embarrassed by their place of 
residence. 

But NPT members are not comfortable with the notion that they are a 
community of people who need services.  They prefer to define for themselves 
the things that need to be done locally, and to focus on the strengths of the local 
residents and their capacity to address issues.  
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The Neighborhood Pride Team works directly with local individuals, promoting 
relationships in order to decrease isolation and build the local economy.  While 
the city encourages recruitment through the network for employees at far-away 
jobs, the residents themselves want to develop micro-enterprise in their area so 
that they have access to ways of making a living right in the community.  To this 
end they are developing a micro-enterprise lending program, a temporary job 
service, and a job matching and skills exchange program. 

The capacity inventory is the foundation of NPT's work.  Because they felt that 
the usual statistics about their community presented a narrow and negative 
view, the women of NPT decided to focus on the strengths and capacities of 
community residents.  Designing and conducting the inventory allowed women 
to meet with each other in their homes.  This process facilitated talking to one 
another, and the spreading of a new sense of pride in themselves and their 
neighborhood.  Residents were inspired by this new view of themselves, as 
people with talent, experience, skills, and a broad range of interests.  They 
realized that they could connect with one another to share their skills and create 
new opportunities.  The Neighborhood Pride Team's slogan is "Encourage, 
Educate, Empower," which they do through the use of their capacity inventory. 

NPT members conduct the inventory among community residents in a one-to-
one setting, and always with a person with whom they are acquainted.  "Cold 
calls" are not a part of NPT's inventory process.  With assistance from a local 
university, the Neighborhood Pride Team established a computer database into 
which they enter information from their individual capacity inventories.  An 
NPT member was trained to operate the system, although she had never used a 
computer prior to this project.  She is currently the resident expert and is 
comfortable working with both NPT members and the university staff.   

Currently the Neighborhood Pride Team continues to gather information about 
the community and to establish connections among residents.  NPT has 
completed 115 inventories of skills and interests and makes the data available to 
local people for the purpose of creating matches.  A number of surprise skills 
have surfaced:  the neighborhood has discovered a resident sword swallower, a 
llama bridle maker, a motorcycle circus aerialist, and many musicians.  In 
addition, many skills potentially useful for small businesses have emerged, and 
many matches have been made for skills and work exchange.  NPT hopes to 
increase their membership to 200, with a capacity inventory completed for each 
one.  They are also working on an inventory of neighborhood small businesses in 
order to identify those that could be matched to individual job skills, or 
strengthened for a better community.  
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The Neighborhood Pride Team began with a handful of women who went door-
to-door to meet their neighbors to do HIV/AIDS awareness education and to 
organize for a safer community for local kids.  They discovered that there were 
strong women living in the community, but that too many of these women were 
isolated and afraid to enter community life.  The Neighborhood Pride Team 
transformed the community and its attitude through its capacity inventory 
project.  Through their involvement in NPT, neighborhood residents are now 
proud to be identified with their community, and recognize themselves as a 
group of people with both individual skills and capacities and collective 
strengths.  Working with NPT has brought new self-respect and self-esteem to 
community members by focusing on people's gifts and building relationships 
among residents.   

Neighborhood Pride Team success stories 

• NPT created a Community Development Corporation to develop the 
capacities of residents, and has started a neighborhood-operated Job Skill 
Center which offers computer training classes, bookkeeping, and literacy. 

• Members of NPT have successfully registered more than 100 new residents to 
vote. 

• A local Boys and Girls Club was looking for a crafts teacher, and the NPT 
database was able to provide the names of 8 people in the neighborhood who 
had craft skills they were willing to share. 

• Two women who seemed to be lonely and without challenging activities to 
engage their energy, were identified by the capacity inventory as having 
cooking skills.  Enlisted to cook for an NPT event, they became friends and 
continue to contribute their skills in local cooking projects. 

• A young mother, overwhelmed by the demands of a teething baby, used the 
database to find someone in her neighborhood who had time available and 
could help her with housekeeping chores.  A healthy working relationship 
and a close friendship developed from this connection. 

• A local woman with a love for animals was enlisted to assist families who 
found that they had to take an animal to the local shelter. 

• A couple who were talented musicians but unknown in the community, 
lamented that they were never invited to play at musical events.  Through the 
inventory process, their skills were identified, and a local CDC invited them 
to play for a group of 400 community people, where they were able to 
showcase and share their talents. 
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NEIGHBORHOOD PRIDE TEAM 

SURVEY OF SKILLS AND INTERESTS 
 
 We are doing a survey to find out about the skills and interests of people in our 

neighborhood.  We want to see what kinds of work people know how to do, and what 

they'd like to learn to do.  Our goals are to link people with similar interests together, 
and to get to know our neighbors better.  Doing the survey will take between 20 and 
35 minutes depending on your answers. 

 Thanks for helping us! 
   
  
 Interviewer Instructions:  If you mark the wrong letter cross it out and put correct 

letter in the last column.  You can use that column for notes too.  Write on the back   
if the person says something of special interest.  If you can't spell it, fake it!  

   
 
 Phone follow-up needed? Yes No 
 If yes, reason 

   
 KEY:  Y=Yes N=No W=Want to 
 

Have you ever done any type of health care, paid or unpaid?  Y  N  W  

Caring for: the Elderly Y N W  

the Mentally Ill Y N W  

the Sick Y N W  

the Physically or Mentally Disabled Y N W  

If yes answered on items 1,2,3 or 4, ask the following: 

Bathing Y N W  

Feeding Y N W  

Preparing Special Diets Y N W  

Exercising and escorting Y N W  

Grooming Y N W  

Dressing Y N W  

Activities and/or crafts Y N W  

Have you ever done any type of office work paid or unpaid?  Y  N  W 

Typing (Words per minute) Y N W  

Operating Adding Machine/Calculator Y N W  

Filing Alphabetically/Numerically Y N W  

Taking Phone messages Y N W  

Writing Business Letters (not typing) Y N W  

Receiving Phone Orders Y N W  

Operating multi-line phones Y N W  

Keeping Track of Supplies Y N W  

Shorthand or Speedwriting Y N W  

Bookkeeping Y N W  

Entering Information into Computer Y N W  

Wordprocessing Y N W  
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Have you ever done Construction and Repair Work, paid or unpaid?  Y  N  W 

Painting Y N W  

Porch Construction or Repair Y N W  

Knocking out walls &/or demolition Y N W  

Wall Papering Y N W  

Furniture Repair Y N W  

Repairing Locks Y N W  

Building Garages, Fences, Play Equipment Y N W  

Building & Remodeling Rooms Y N W  

Tile Work Y N W  

Installing Drywall & Taping Y N W  

Plumbing Repairs Y N W  

Electrical Repairs Y N W  

Bricklaying & Masonry Y N W  

Jewelry or Watch Repair Y N W  

Stop here if no affirmative response by this point. 

Cabinetmaking Y N W  

Furniture Making Y N W  

Installing Insulation Y N W  

Plastering Y N W  

Soldering & Welding Y N W  

Concrete Work (Sidewalks) Y N W  

Installing Floor coverings Y N W  

Repairing Chimneys Y N W  

Heating/Cooling System Installation Y N W  

Putting on siding Y N W  

Cleaning chimneys (chimney sweep) Y N W  

Installing Windows Y N W  

Building Swimming Pools Y N W  

Carpentry Skills Y N W  

Roofing Repair or Installation Y N W  

Have you ever done any type of Maintenance, paid or unpaid?  Y  N  W 

Window Washing Y N W  

Floor Waxing or Mopping Y N W  

Washing and Cleaning Carpets/Rugs Y N W  

Routing Clogged Drains Y N W  

Caulking Y N W  

General Household Cleaning Y N W  

Fixing Leaky Faucets Y N W  

Recycling Y N W  

Cleaning Gutters Y N W  

Cleaning/Maintaining Swimming Pools Y N W  

Floor Sanding or Stripping Y N W  

Wood Stripping/Refinishing Y N W  
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Have you ever done any type of Horticultural or Agricultural work?  Y  N  W 

Mowing Lawns Y N W  

Planting and Caring for Gardens Y N W  

Pruning Trees and Shrubbery Y N W  

Irrigating Y N W  

Rototilling Y N W  

Operating Farm Equipment Y N W  

Landscaping Y N W  

Have you ever done any type of arts/crafts, paid or unpaid?  Y  N  W  

Jewelry making Y N W  

Graphic Arts (Printmaking, Drafting) Y N W  

Greeting Card making Y N W  

Stained Glass Y N W  

Pottery or Ceramics Y N W  

Picture Frame building Y N W  

Quilt or Banner making Y N W  

Writing (If yes, what type of writing?) Y N W  

Storytelling (Would you like to tell 
personal or family stories to someone 
who would write them down?) 

Y N W  

Have you ever done any type of work with food, paid or unpaid?  Y  N  W 

Catering Y N W  

Serving Food to Large Numbers of 
People 

Y N W  

Preparing Meals for Large Numbers Y N W  

Clearing/Setting Tables Large Number Y N W  

Washing dishes for Large Numbers  Y N W  

Operating Commercial Food Prep Equip. Y N W  

Bartending Y N W  

Meatcutting Y N W  

Baking Y N W  

Child Care, Other than your own children, paid or unpaid?  Y  N  W 

Caring for Babies (under 1 year) Y N W  

Caring for Children (1 to 6) Y N W  

Caring for Children (7 to 13) Y N W  

Taking Children on Field Trips Y N W  

Do you have a current driver's l icense?  Y  N  W 

Have you done any type of commercial transporting, paid or unpaid?  Y  N  W 

Driving a car Y N W  

Driving a van Y N W  

Driving a bus Y N W  

Driving a taxi Y N W  

Driving a tractor trailer Y N W  

Driving a commercial truck Y N W  

Driving a vehicle/delivering goods Y N W  

Hauling Y N W  

Driving an ambulance Y N W  
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Have you ever done any Equipment Operating or Repairing Machinery?  Y  N  W 

Repairing radios, TVs, VCRs, etc. Y N W  

Repairing Other Small Appliances Y N W  

Repairing Automobiles Y N W  

Repairing Lawnmowers/Small Engines Y N W  

Repairing Trucks/Buses Y N W  

Using a Forklift Y N W  

Repairing Large Household Equipment Y N W  

Repairing Heating & Air Conditioning Y N W  

Operating Heavy Equipment (eg. a 
crane) 

Y N W  

Fixing Washers/Dryers Y N W  

Repairing Elevators Y N W  

Operating Manufacturing Machinery Y N W  

Electronic Assembly Y N W  

Moving Furniture or Equipment Y N W  

Have you ever done any type of Supervision, paid or unpaid?  Y  N  W 

Writing Reports Y N W  

Filling out forms Y N W  

Planning Work for Other People Y N W  

Making a Budget Y N W  

Keeping Records of all Your Activities Y N W  

Interviewing People Y N W  

Managing Property Y N W  

Assisting a Teacher (Adults) Y N W  

Have you ever done any type of sales, paid or unpaid?  Y  N  W 

Operating a cash register Y N W  

Selling products Wholesale(Which ones)  Y N W  

Selling products Retail (Which ones) Y N W  

Selling Services (Which ones) Y N W  

How have you sold these products or 
services (door-to-door, store, other) 

Y N W  

Have you ever done any thing with music, paid or unpaid?  Y  N  W 

Dancing Y N W  

Composing Y N W  

Singing Y N W  

Playing an instrument (Which one?) Y N W  

Working with a Band Y N W  

Setting up Sound Equipment Y N W  

Have you ever done any type of Safety or Security work?  Y  N  W 

Guarding Property Resid/Commercial  Y N W  

Emergency or Disaster Preparedness 
(Earthquake, Search and Rescue) 

Y N W  

Armed Guard Y N W  

Crowd Control Y N W  

Ushering at Major Events Y N W  

Installing or Repairing Alarms  Y N W  
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Traffic Control Flagging or Crossing Y N W  
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Other: 

Upholstery Y N W  

Photography Y N W  

Sewing Y N W  

Knitting and/or Crocheting Y N W  

Assisting in the Classroom (Children) Y N W  

Teaching Y N W  

Hair Dressing and/or Hair Cutting Y N W  

Phone Surveys Y N W  

Product Demos Y N W  

 

 Are there any other skills that you have which we haven't mentioned? 

 

 PRIORITY SKILLS 

 1. When you think about your skills, what three things do you do best? 

 a)  
 b)  
 c)  

 2. Which of your skills are good enough that people would hire you to do them? 

 a)  
 b)  

 c)  

 3. Are there any skills you would like to teach? 

 a)  
 b)  
 c)  

 4. What skills would you most like to learn? 

 a)  
 b)  
 c)  
 
 Here are some activities happening in our neighborhood.  Which ones interest you? 
 

Name of Group or Activity Yes Already 
Involved  

Other 

Safety Action Team: Policing/Foot Patrol    

Community Gardens    

Volunteer with Youth    

Woman to Woman    

Community School    

Neighborhood Pride Team    

Parent/Child Play Groups (5 and under)    

Neighborhood Association    
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 Enterprising Interests and Experience 
 A. Business Activity 
 1. Are you currently earning money on your own through the sale of services or 

products? Yes  No  

 2. If yes, what are the services or products you sell? 

 3. Whom do you sell to? 

 4. How do you get customers? 

 5. What would help you improve your business? 

 B. Business Interest 

 1. Have you ever considered starting a business? Yes  No  

 2. Did you plan to start it alone or with other people? 

   Alone  Others  

 3. Did you plan to operate it out of your home? Yes  No  

 4. What obstacle kept you from starting the business? 

 C. Are you interested in another type of career? 

 PERSONAL INFORMATION 

 Name:  

 Address:  

 Phone:  

 Age:  (If precise age is not given, ask whether the person is in 

the teens, 20s etc.) 

 Sex: F  M  

 I give my permission to enter my name and phone number into the skills bank. 

 Signed:  

 Interviewer:  
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MUTUAL PARTNERSHIPS COALITION 

An urban coalition of organizations and individuals whose purpose is promoting 
community health through the creation of supportive intergenerational relationships 

among youth and the elderly 

The Mutual Partnerships Coalition (MPC) is comprised of health organizations, 
youth leadership programs, a housing authority, senior services agencies, the 
members of a local church, and other local citizens.  MPC focuses its energy and 
resources toward: 

• Identifying and mobilizing the capacities of local young people and elderly 
residents in an effort to promote mutually supportive intergenerational 
relationships.   

The motto of this coalition is:  "A gift that is not given is not a gift," and they look 
to members of these age groups to give their unique gifts, especially to one 
another.  MPC is located in Seattle and reaches out to residents in Seattle's central 
urban area.  

In addition to its primary purpose of fostering healthy intergenerational 
relationships, MPC also has several long-term goals.  These include: 

• Testing whether mutually-supportive matches among community members 
result in improved well being, especially among isolated youth and seniors. 

• Building a broad base of local residents to participate in the program. 

• Promoting change in social service organizations to include a focus on 
building on the strengths of individuals.  

• Ensuring the continuation of the relationship-building work and its control 
by community members by encouraging each member organization to "spin 
off" with its own asset-based projects, expanding the scope of the original 
organization and its resources. 

Each member organization in the Mutual Partnerships Coalition employs a 
community member as a "community guide" whose job is to conduct capacity 
inventories among community residents and match individuals to other 
individuals or groups based on interests and needs.  Matching activities are 
especially focused on creating lasting links between young people and the 
elderly for the purpose of promoting community health.   
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Members of the Mutual Partnerships Coalition designed three inventories with 
which to gather information from members of the different constituencies on 
which they focus: 

• Elderly individuals living in the community, especially those who might  
 be isolated, so that they can be connected to young people and to 

organizations that can use their skills. 

• Youth living in the community in order that they might develop lasting  
 relationships with members of the elderly population. 

• Organizations, such as human service agencies and churches are included  
 in the capacity inventory process so that they can be connected to individual 

participants and develop opportunities to give and share as well. 

These three types of inventories--The Individual Capacity Profile, The Youth 
Capacity Profile, and The Group/Program Capacity Profile--are short, simple to  
complete, and are conducted in a one-to-one conversation between the 
community guide and the individual or organization.  Using this process 
individual gifts are identified and incorporated into a "gift bank," a resource that 
has facilitated the matching of over 500 individuals.  The gift bank is 
computerized and allows for easy access and quick retrieval of the information 
that helps the community guides to make appropriate matches.  Once a 
connection has been made, MPC uses a Match Tracking Form which allows them 
to follow up on the success of linkages they have made between individuals and 
organizations.  

The capacity inventories represent the principle tool the Mutual Partnerships 
Coalition uses to collect, sort, and match interests of youth and elders.  One 
particularly interesting feature of MPC's inventory system is that it is designed to 
collect stories from elders. From these stories, community guides identify seniors 
who are good candidates to develop new relationships because of similar pasts, 
or shared dreams or experiences.   

The Coalition was originally formed in 1990 to build stronger connections among 
a constituency of frail, elderly people who were isolated from other members of 
the community.  Because its members believe that both the elderly and youth can 
sometimes be ignored when communities look around for gifted people, they 
focused their work on building intergenerational relationships between these 
groups.  In 1992 the work of MPC was recognized by the Kellogg Foundation, 
whose 3.5 million dollar grant is directed toward mobilizing the capacities of 
each group.  MPC can whole-heartedly say that when people pay attention to 
"giftedness" and to each other, relationships form, energy builds, and life and 
community health improves.   
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Mutual Partnerships Coalition success stories 

• MPC shares a wonderful success story about Lloyd Shelly and his LINKAGE 
project.  Mr. Shelly, who is 84 years old, decided that linking home-bound 
elders by telephone would be a good idea.  He created a community link in 
which participating elders get 2-3 calls every day.  Seventy elderly people are 
a regular part of this circle of support and care.  Mr. Shelly runs this project 
and the MPC staff helps him out as necessary. 

• Another story of successful matches made by MPC involves local seniors, 
community organizations, residents, and an elementary school.  The 
neighborhood had no easily accessible facility where seniors could meet for 
social activities.  The community groups, residents, and Capitol Hill Seniors 
worked together to gain community support, funding, and planning 
assistance for a senior center which opened its doors in January of 1995.  The 
program--Seniors at Lowell: Bridging the Generations--is located at Lowell 
Elementary school and provides a place where seniors gather for social 
activities, classes, exercise, and opportunities to connect.  In return for space 
for the center, seniors spend 30 hours per month tutoring children who are 
students at the school.  

• The MPC inventory was also instrumental in identifying the need for and the 
capacity to operate a food bank for homebound seniors and disabled 
residents.  Neighbors in the community now have a meaningful way to give 
their gifts, and everyone has grown through the opportunity to spend time 
with residents who were formerly isolated.   

• The MPC capacity inventory discovered the hidden talents of one isolated 
and lonely elderly man and put them to work in an intergenerational project.  
This man is now active in writing political letters and articles, recruiting 
elders to tutor in the local elementary school, leading field trips, and sharing 
his knowledge about the US Navy with school children.  He has started to 
enjoy life more and is happy with his new friends and "grandchildren." 

• MPC also made a connection that resulted in a relationship among seniors 
who love the theater.  With the help of one senior with acting experience, a 
theater troupe has been organized.  In their regular bookings throughout the 
Seattle area their skits, plays, and monologues address issues in the lives of 
older Americans.   

Part of MPC's success with their capacity inventory is the result of their 
willingness to keep it simple.  Their system is straightforward and brief; none of 
the forms is longer than two sides of a single page.  
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 Interview Date:  

Mutual Partnerships Coalition - Individual Capacity Profile 

 Name:  Phone:  

 Address:  City:  Zip:  

 Birthdate:  Sex:  Ethnic Background:  

 Own a car? Y    N Driver's License? Y    N Do you drive? Y    N 

 Living Arrangements:  Languages spoken:  

 Would you participate in a block meeting? Y    N Would you host one? Y    N 

 What is community to you? 

 What are the issues in your neighborhood? 

 Your involvements: 

 Life/Work Experience: 

 Your story: 

 Gifts: Hobbies/Interests: 

 Things you like to do/learn, wishes, wants: 

 Your ideal match:  What gets you excited? 

 Comments and notes: 
   

 FOR MPC OFFICE USE ONLY: 

 How did participant hear about MPC? 

 Parent/Guardian contacted (circle one): Y    N 

 SHA resident? Y    N If yes, where?  

 Matched with:  

 First contact date:  Second contact date:  

 Type of match (ind or group; sen-sen; sen-youth; youth-youth; cross-cultural):  

 Intended benefit:  

 Notes/follow-up: 

 How many close friends or relatives do you see at least once a month?  Would it be: 
 0  None    1  one or two    2  three to five    3  six to nine    4  ten or more 

 In the past month, how often did you attend meetings, functions or gatherings of a social,  
 recreational, community, or charitable group?  Would that be: 
 1  once or twice    2  almost every week    3  at least once/week    4  several times/week 

 In general, how satisfied are you with your life? 
 1  mostly satisfied    2  partly satisfied    3  mostly dissatisfied    4  not satisfied at all 
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 Interview Date:  

Mutual Partnerships Coalition - Youth Capacity Profile 

 Name:  Phone:  Msg:  

 Address:  City:  Zip:  

 Birthdate:  Sex:  Ethnic Background:  

 Your school:  Grade:  

 Living with: Parents  Grandparents  Other:  

 Languages spoken:  

 Are you a Seattle Housing Authority Resident? NO YES, at  

 Are there other youth living in your household?  Who? 

 What are your skills, capacities, and gifts?  What do you like to do?  What do you do well? 
 Check any listed below and add more if we left some out. 
   Math   Sports   Humor   Organizing Skills 
   Language   Drama   Compassion   Science 
   Music 

 What are your concerns of fears about your neighborhood?  What bothers you about your  
 neighborhood?  Circle as many below as you want.  Add more if we left some out. 
 Nowhere to go No jobs Crime Education Drugs Gangs Litter Traffic 

 What do you think you could do to help your community?  How often would you do it? 

   Volunteering   1 time a week 
   Leadership skills   2 times a week 
   Tutoring   3 times a month 
   Mentoring   4 times a month 

 Do you have employment experience?  What is it? 

 Do you like to spend time with elders?  What would you like to do?  What would you like 
 to share with them?  Add more if we left some out. 

   Your story   Your humor 
   Listening to their stories   Your energy 

 Do you like helping other people?   yes   no  If yes, how? 
   
 FOR MPC OFFICE USE ONLY: 
 How did participant hear about MPC? 

 Parent/Guardian contacted (circle one): Y    N 

 SHA resident? Y    N If yes, where?  

 Matched with:  

 First contact date:  Second contact date:  

 Type of match (ind or group; sen-sen; sen-youth; youth-youth; cross-cultural):  

 Intended benefit:  
 Notes/follow-up: 
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 Match Number:  Community Specialist(s)  
  (Leave Blank) 

Mutual Partnerships Coalition - Match Tracking Form 

 Matched Partners: 
 (1) Name:   
 Type of Match:  
 (2) Name:  

 Is either partner an SHA Resident? Y N If yes, where? 
 (1)  

 (2)  

 Intended benefits: 
 For party (1)   

 For party (2)   

 First contact date:  Type:  face to face  Other  
 Please describe contact (place, content of exchange, quality of interaction): 

 Second contact date:  Type:  face to face  Other  
 Please describe contact (place, content of exchange, quality of interaction): 

 At time of second contact, did match seem likely to continue? Y N 

 Any immediate benefit for party (1):  

 Any immediate benefit for party (2):  

Please give a copy of this page to the MPC office at this time. 

 Match Number:   
  (Leave Blank) 
 Matched Partners: 

 (1) Name:   
 Type of Match:  
 (2) Name:  

Followup 

 3 Months after 2nd contact: Date Completed:  
 Any contact since the second contact date? Y N 
 Resulting benefits: 
 For party (1)   

 For party (2)   

 6 Months after 2nd contact: Date Completed:  
 Any contact since the second contact date? Y N 
 Resulting benefits: 
 For party (1)   

 For party (2)   

Please give a copy of this page to the Project Evaluator at this time. 
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MUTUAL PARTNERSHIPS COALITION 

GROUP/PROGRAM CAPACITY PROFILE 

  

 Program Name: 

 Contact Person: 

 Mailing Address: 

 City, State, Zip: 

 Phone: 

 Type of Program: (Who makes up the program group?) 

  

 Summary of Program: (What issues/activities does the program address?) 

 

 Is transportation provided? 

 Meeting times and places? 

 Size of Group? 

   

 Name: 

 Community Specialist: 
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BANANA KELLY COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION 

An urban community-development organization whose purpose is rebuilding the 
neighborhood through large-scale housing, education, and economic development 

projects, all of which feature the capacities of  
local residents 

 

The Banana Kelly Community Improvement Association (BK) is an organization 
comprised of residents of the Longwood/Hunts Point neighborhood in the South 
Bronx.  Banana Kelly has a Board of Directors, 70% of whom are neighborhood 
residents; plus 120 full time employees and hundreds of volunteers, all of whom 
are residents of the community.  BK has no formal membership process; it 
considers all the local residents to be part of its organizational efforts.  Banana 
Kelly's explicit purpose is building community, and the organization focuses its 
activities around three main components of the community that are considered 
critical:   

• Housing renovation, development, and management. 

• Education, both formal and informal. 

• Economic development in the local area. 

Banana Kelly is a large-scale development organization that has a clear 
understanding of how to regenerate community.  It operates as a developer, a 
landlord, an educator, a convener, and through these activities, a community 
builder.  Local people are key participants in every one of its development 
projects.   

• In the near future it expects to employ 1,500 residents in a new $500 million 
paper recycling project which is the largest manufacturing project to be 
launched in New York City since World War II.   

• BK has built more than 2,500 apartments in the local area, and continues to 
manage more than 1,000 of these.  More than 75% of Banana Kelly staff live in 
one of these apartments.  BK hires and trains building managers from among 
community residents, and gradually turns over operation of its buildings to 
the actual residents living there.   

Along with their dramatic successes in housing and economic development, 
Banana Kelly seeks to reorient community people to view themselves differently-
-to replace the idea that they are primarily collections of needs and deficits, with 
a perspective which emphasizes capacities and assets.   
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Banana Kelly employees and volunteers have learned that many times less is 
more.  They have learned to start their local projects with what they have within 
the neighborhood, instead of looking beyond their own area for answers and 
resources.  They do not accept the commonly-held view of "reality;" and have 
learned to trust that they can create their own reality.  Acting on the recognition 
that the members of the Longwood/Hunts Point community can do it 
themselves has resulted in an increased level of community-based power, which 
in turn has produced striking successes in BK's development efforts.   

Many times new residents come into contact with BK through some kind of 
referral from a social service program.  Often they arrive deeply blinded by a 
needs and deficiencies view of themselves and the world.  Banana Kelly uses a 
capacity inventory to identify the gifts and talents of residents, and as a way to 
move people to an assets view of the world.  They also use the capacity inventory 
to mobilize individual gifts in redevelopment projects sponsored by the 
associations.  

The way Banana Kelly designs and conducts their community development 
projects reflects the relentless focus on assets and capacities. 

• The first step is to ask of local residents, what do we want to do, and how can 
we make our dreams happen?  

• The second step is to ask, what individual capacities and community assets 
do we have with which to accomplish this, i.e., how do we value the best of 
"what is"?  

• The third step is to ask, how can we mobilize these assets and capacities? 

• Finally, the last step is to ask, what do we need from outside our 
neighborhood in order to get the job done? 

Banana Kelly was formed in 1977 during a period when powerful New York 
institutions were attempting, in BK's view, to de-people the South Bronx.  
Unwilling to let their neighborhood and its residents be manipulated, the 
initiators of the organization started a community group whose purpose was to 
educate residents about community building, and about how to invite outsiders 
to help with plans for their community.  BK began using a capacity inventory in 
the mid-1980s, as a means of expanding the community's education process to 
include educating residents about the assets-based approach to development. 
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Banana Kelly Community Improvement Association success stories 

Banana Kelly has an impressive array of successes, including involving local 
residents in building large-scale projects related to housing, education, and 
economic development. 

• Banana Kelly recently received approval and funding from the New York 
City Board of Education to open a high school that uses the Experiential 
Learning Project approach to education.  Students will use their skills and 
learn through participation in hands-on community development projects, 
earning a high school diploma as they contribute to, and participate in, the 
redevelopment of their neighborhood.  The school, which will work with 240 
students, opens in the Fall of 1997. 

• BK manages a self-employment training program and $2 million revolving 
loan fund for the benefit of the residents of the Longwood/Hunts Point 
community.  Individuals with entrepreneurial interests can participate in a 
six-week training program that helps them design and construct a small 
business plan, and qualified new businesses are eligible for small business 
loans through the loan fund. 

• After three years of negotiations, BK expanded its plans for a paper recycling 
business that will be located on vacant land in the South Bronx.  This half-
billion dollar industry will provide recycling services to all of New York City.  
BK successfully negotiated with the city of New York to include the labor-
intensive component of materials sorting in the project plan in order to be 
able to offer more jobs to local residents. 

• The most important success story arising from the Banana Kelly Community 
Improvement Association is the ongoing success they have in changing the 
attitudes and belief systems of the local residents.  From a community in 
which most people initially saw only serious deficits and needs, BK has 
produced a dramatic shift to a focus on capacities and abilities.  This shift has 
enabled the community to achieve significant results in its many 
redevelopment efforts. 
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BANANA KELLY COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION 

CAPACITY INVENTORY SHEET 

Hello, I'm (name) with Banana Kelly Community Improvement Association.  We're talking 
to local people about what skills they have.  With this information we hope to help 
people start businesses.  I'd like to ask you some questions about your skills and where 

you have used them.  Your participation is voluntary, and the information is confidential.  
Now I'm going to read to you a list of skills around which people build different kinds of 
small neighborhood businesses.  It's an extensive list, so I hope you'll bear with me.  I'll 
read the skills and you stop me whenever we get to one you have.  We are interested in 
your skills and abilities.  We are especially interested in skills and abilities you've learned 
through experience in the home or with the family.  Also skills you've learned at church 
or elsewhere, as well as any skills you've learned on the job. 

I    Maintenance YES JOB HOME OTHER 

1    Window Washing     

2    Floor Waxing or Mopping     

3    Washing and Cleaning Carpets/Rugs     

4    Routing Clogged Drains     

5    Using a Handtruck in a Business     

6    Caulking     

7    General Household Cleaning     

8    Fixing Leaky Faucets     

9    Mowing Lawns     

10  Planting & Caring for Gardens     

11  Pruning Trees & Shrubbery     

12  Cleaning/Maintaining Swimming Pools     

13  Floor Sanding or Stripping     

14  Wood Stripping /Refinishing     

I I   Health     

1    Caring for the Elderly     

2    Caring for the Mentally Ill     

3    Caring for the Sick     

4    Caring for Physically Disabled/Retarded     

IF YES ANSWERED TO ITEMS 1,2,3 OR 4, ASK THE FOLLOWING: 

5    Bathing     

6    Feeding     

7    Preparing Special Diets     

8    Exercising and Escorting     

9    Grooming     

10  Dressing     

11  Making the Person Feel at Ease     

I I I   Construction of a Building     

1    Painting     

2    Porch Construction or Repair     

3    Tearing Down Buildings     

4    Knocking Out Walls     

5    Wall Papering     

6    Furniture Repairs     
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I I I   Construction (Continued) YES JOB HOME OTHER 

7    Repairing Locks     

8    Building Garages     

9    Bathroom Modernization     

10  Building Room Additions     

11  Tile Work     

12  Installing Drywall & Taping     

13  Plumbing Repairs     

14  Electrical Repairs     

15  Bricklaying & Masonry     

STOP AFTER #15, IF NO AFFIRMATIVE RESPONSE TO # 1-15 

16  Cabinetmaking     

17  Kitchen Modernization     

18  Furniture Making     

19  Installing Insulation     

20  Plastering     

21  Soldering & Welding     

22  Concrete Work (sidewalks)     

23  Installing Floor Coverings     

24  Repairing Chimneys     

25  Heating/Cooling System Installation     

26  Putting on Siding     

27  Tuckpointing     

28  Cleaning Chimneys (chimney sweep)     

29  Installing Windows     

30  Building Swimming Pools     

31  Carpentry Skills     

32  Roofing Repair or Installation     

IV  Office     

1    Typing (words per minute)     

2    Operating Adding Machine/Calculator     

3    Filing Alphabetically/Numerically     

4    Taking Phone Messages     

5    Writing Business Letters (not typing)     

6    Receiving Phone Orders     

7    Operating Switchboard     

8    Keeping Track of Supplies     

9    Shorthand or Speedwriting     

10  Bookkeeping     

11  Entering Information into a Computer     

12  Word Processing     

V    Operating Equipment & Repairing Machinery   

1    Repairing Radios, TVs, VCRs, Tapes     

2    Repairing Other Small Appliances     

3    Repairing Automobiles     

4    Repairing Trucks/Buses     
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5    Repairing Auto/Truck/Bus Bodies     

 
 

V    Operating Equipment & Repairing Machinery (Continued)  

 YES JOB HOME OTHER 

6    Using a Forklift     

7    Repairing Large Household Equipment     

8    Repairing Heating & Air Conditioning     

9    Operating a Dump Truck     

10  Fixing Washers & Dryers     

11  Repairing Elevators     

12  Operating a Crane     

13  Assembling Items     

VI  Food     

1    Catering     

2    Serving Food to More Than 10 People     

3    Preparing Meals for More Than 10     

4    Clearing/Setting Tables      

5    Washing Dishes for More Than 10     

6    Operating Commercial Food Equipment     

7    Bartending     

8    Meatcutting     

9    Baking     

VII Transportation     

1    Driving a Car     

2    Driving a Van     

3    Driving a Bus     

4    Driving a Taxi     

5    Driving a Tractor Trailer     

6    Driving a Commercial Truck     

7    Driving a Vehicle/Delivering Goods     

8    Hauling     

9    Operating Farm Equipment     

10  Driving an Ambulance     

VII I Child Care     

1    Caring for Babies (under 1 year)     

2    Caring for Children (1 to 6)     

3    Caring for Children (7 to 13)     

4    Taking Children on Field Trips     

IX  Supervision     

1    Writing Reports     

2    Filling out Forms     

3    Planning Work for Other People     

4    Directing the Work of Other People     

5    Making a Budget     

6    Keeping Records of All Your Activities     

7    Interviewing People     
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X   Sales YES JOB HOME OTHER 

1    Operating a Cash Register     

2    Selling Products Wholesale     

If Yes, Which Products? 

3    Selling Products Retail     

If Yes, Which Products? 

4    Selling Services     

If Yes, Which Services? 

5    How have you sold these products or services   
Check If Yes    

A  Door to Door  

B  Phone  

C  Mail  

D  Store  

E  Home  

XI  Music     

1    Singing     

2    Playing an Instrument     

If Yes, Which Instrument? 

XII Security     

1    Guarding Residential Property     

2    Guarding Commercial Property     

3    Guarding Industrial Property     

4    Armed Guard     

5    Crowd Control     

6    Ushering at Major Events     

7    Installing Alarms or Security Systems     

8    Repairing Alarms or Security Systems     

9    Firefighting     

XII I Other     

1    Upholstering     

2    Sewing     

3    Dressmaking     

4    Crocheting     

5    Knitting     

6    Tailoring     

7    Moving Furniture or Equipment     

8    Managing Property     

9    Assisting in the Classroom     

10  Hair Dressing     

11  Hair Cutting     

12  Phone Surveys     

13  Jewelry or Watch Repair     

XIV  Skil ls 
A.      Are there any skills that you have which we haven't mentioned? 
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 B. When you think about your skills, what three things do you think you do best? 

    

 C. Which of all your skills are good enough that other people would hire you to  
  do them? 

    

 D. What three skills would you most like to learn? 

    

 E.  Are there any skills you would like to teach? 

    

 F. Please describe other special interests or activities that you have been  
   involved with (e.g., sports, artistic activities, crafts, crossword puzzles, 

 fishing, gardening, swimming). 
     

 G. Have you ever organized or helped organize any of the following community  
   activities?  (Place check mark if yes). 

 1  Boy Scouts/Girl Scouts 
 2  Church Fund Raisers 
 3   Bingo 
 4  School-Parent Associations 
 5  Sports Teams 
 6  Camp Trips for Kids 
 7  Field Trips 
 8  Political Campaigns 
 9  Block Clubs 
 10  Community Groups 
 11  Rummage Sales 
 12  Yard Sales 

 13  Church Suppers 
 14  Community Gardens 

 H. Have you ever worked on a farm?  If so, where and what did you do? 
     

 PART II.  WORK EXPERIENCE 

 Now that we have discussed your skills, we would like to get a sense of your work 
 experience. 

 A. Are you currently employed? Yes   No   

   Are you between jobs? Yes   No   

 1.  If employed, what is your job title and what skills do you use on the job? 
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 A.  Are you employed part-time or full-time?   

  B.  If working part-time, would you like additional work? 

  Yes   No   

 2.  If not employed, are you interested in a job? Yes   No   

  A.  Full-time 
  B.  Part-time 
  C.  Are there things that would prevent you from working right now? 
     

 B. What were your previous jobs? 

     

 C. Have you ever been self-employed? Yes   No   

   If yes, describe:   

 D. Have you ever operated a business from your home? Yes  No  

   If yes, describe:   

 PART II I .  EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

 A. How many years of school did you complete?  (Please Circle) 

 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  (High School Diploma) 

 13  14  15  16  (College Degree)  (Advanced Degree) 

 B. Do you have a GED? Yes   No   

 C. Have you participated in any training programs which were not part of your regular 
school studies? Yes   No   

   If yes,what kind of training did you participate in? 

     

 D. What kind of work did that training prepare you for? 

     

 PART V.  ENTERPRISING ATTITUDES AND EXPERIENCE 

 A. Have you ever considered starting a business? Yes   No   

  1.  If yes, what kind of business did you have in mind? 
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  2.  Did you plan to start it along or with other people? 

   Alone   Others   

   

  3.  Did you plan to operate it out of your home? Yes   No   

 B. Are you currently earning money on your own through the sale of services or 
 products? 

  Yes   No   

  1.  If yes, what are the services or products you sell? 

     

  2.  Who do you sell to? 

     

  3.  How do you do this? 

     

 C. What types of businesses are needed in the neighborhood? 

     

 PART V.  PERSONAL INFORMATION 

 Name:  

 Address:  

 Phone:  

 Age:   (If a precise age is not given, ask whether the person is 

in the teens, 20s, 30s, etc.) 

 Sex: F  M  

 Thank you very much for your time.  We will send you a summary of your responses 

 and the responses of others to this questionnaire. 

 Source:  

 Place of Interview:  

 Interviewer:  
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CHAPTER THREE 

LESSONS LEARNED 

 

Each of the community groups whose stories we told in the previous chapter 
learned a great deal from the actual process of designing and conducting a 
capacity inventory as part of their local development efforts.  In this chapter we 
share their experiences in terms of: 

• The general lessons learned as a result of the going through the process. 

• The specific lessons learned in terms of defining the necessary first steps in  
 the design of an effective capacity inventory project.  These first steps are 

related to both purpose and method. 

• Tips on what works and what doesn't work on a capacity inventory  
 project. 

The lessons learned are presented with examples in the form of additional stories 
that each group can tell about what knowledge the learning process produced for 
them.   

What lessons have been learned by the community groups who have already 
designed and used an individual capacity inventory? 

Each of the six organizations featured here adapted and utilized a version of the 
capacity inventory to collect information about local people, and then 
successfully used that information in such a way that it contributed to building 
some part or element of their communities.  The ways that each group defined 
their goals, designed their project, collected the information, put the information 
to work, and ultimately measured their success are quite different, but they all 
share one common learning experience:  one of the main lessons learned by each 
of these groups as they worked--and continue to work--their way through their 
unique method of community-building, is that successful community building 
results directly from two distinct parts of the process. 

• Successful community building is the result of effectively using the 
information collected:   

Connections between people are created and/or strengthened in new ways  
as a result of the information gathered in the capacity inventory.  Many of the 
gifts and talents of community members--hitherto hidden because we  
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may focus only on how people earn a living--are revealed through the 
capacity inventory.  Without the capacity inventory, the problems of 
neighborhood residents may be more apparent than the gifts they possess 
that can be directed into the community for increased well-being.  Only 
through the deliberate pursuit of individual talents, experience, gifts, skills, 
and interests can we be assured that we have the necessary information to 
consider the full range of possible connections for action, problem solving, 
community building and organizing. 

• Successful community building emerges from the process of conducting an 
individual capacity inventory: 

The capacity inventory process itself produces increased awareness of the 
capabilities and potential power of local people.  The interviewer gains 
knowledge about the extent of the gifts available in the community that are 
available for incorporation into community-building projects, as well as 
increased self-esteem through the responsibility of gathering information and 
educating citizens about the goals of the project.  The person being 
interviewed gains a sense of power and self-worth by being encouraged to 
focus on their own strengths and capabilities, and through having their 
capacities validated by the inventory questions.  Individual and community 
pride increase as a result of the process, and people begin to see themselves 
as worthwhile contributors to the growth and health of their neighborhood.   

Change is the key.  Because of the conversations that neighbors have with 
neighbors in the capacity inventory process, everyone is involved in a 
fundamental change in their view of themselves, their neighbors, and their 
community.  People come together in this process to discover possibilities 
among themselves, possibilities that are within their control and capabilities.  

Necessary First Steps in Designing an Effective Capacity Inventory Project 

There is no one correct model for asset-based community building, no complete 
step-by-step-plan that can be routinely followed in every instance.  But there are 
some standard ingredients that are necessary for making the most of the capacity 
inventory, and any organization that wants to use the process effectively should 
be certain they include these ingredients in their recipe for success.  Once these 
ingredients have been incorporated, there are endless combinations of flavor and 
additional trimmings that can be added to make the community creation unique.  
But the core ingredients must be there in order to produce a successful and 
satisfying outcome.   
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The critical ingredients that must be part of an asset-based community-building 
project are actually comprised of the answers to a set of questions that each 
community group needs to focus on very early in the process, and answer very 
carefully.  These questions fall into the two general categories: 

• The PURPOSE of the project 

• The METHODS that will be used to carry out the project 

DEFINING THE PURPOSE: 

The main question a community group must answer when considering the 
purpose of the project is: 

• How will the skills and capacities of local people be translated into 
meeting community-building goals? 

In order to answer this question more easily, it can be broken down into a series 
of more specific and targeted questions: 

1 What is the general goal that community members hope to achieve from this 
capacity inventory project? 

2 What kinds of specific goals can be identified that will help to make the  
 general goal more concrete in terms of outcomes? 

3 What kinds of questions need to be asked in order to generate the kind of  
 information necessary to meet both the general and specific goals? 

4 What mechanism will be developed to facilitate mobilizing the capacities  
 of local individual toward accomplishing the two kinds of goals?  

Before a capacity inventory can be effectively designed, the community group 
must clarify what they hope to achieve through the process.  Many groups begin 
by defining their goal as building relationships in order to build a stronger 
community.  This is a valuable goal, and it answers the first question.  However, 
in terms of developing a successful capacity inventory project, this general goal 
requires further definition because it does not lead directly to a logical set of 
questions to ask, or to the most effective mechanism for meeting the goal.  The 
identification of more specific goals enables the organization to establish the 
concrete outcomes it hopes to achieve.  In addition, once the specific goals have 
been identified, it will be a much easier task to design a capacity inventory 
tailored to the particular needs of the group.  Clearly identified goals also make 
the task of choosing a mechanism for mobilizing capacities an easier task, 
because the mechanism usually follows from understanding the specific goals.  
So remember: 
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• General goals should be further defined into one or two specific, concrete 
goals. 

• Defining specific, concrete goals leads to developing appropriate capacity  
 inventory questions. 

• Defining specific, concrete goals leads to choosing an appropriate  
 mechanism for mobilizing the capacities of local individuals.   

An example of how this process works might look something like this:   

• If the general goal is local economic development, the specific, concrete goal 
may be the start up of five new small businesses within a year.   

• In this case, employment skills, business experience, and entrepreneurial 
interest may be the appropriate focus of the inventory questions.   

• The appropriate mechanism for mobilizing the capacities of local individuals 
may consist of a computerized data base that itemizes each person's 
inventory responses, and, additionally, some sort of economic-development 
committee may be the an additional vehicle that will contribute toward 
making these five new businesses happen. 

Each of the six community organizations featured in this guide went through the 
process of figuring out their overall purpose by defining both at least one general 
goal and at least one specific goal prior to beginning their inventory design.  In 
many cases, specific goals changed and developed over time, and new and 
expanded goals emerged.  Based on these goals, each organization also 
developed a set of inventory questions.  Finally, each one identified a mechanism 
for using the data collected about individual capacities to promote community 
connections and for incorporating the information into their community-building 
project. 

• The Family Support Network defined their general goal as increasing the 
ability of families to share resources with one another without having to 
engage in a lengthy or difficult process.  Their specific goal was to develop a 
databank to facilitate the sharing and exchange of resources, one that 
residents could use to locate other members of the community with resources 
to share.  They designed a very simple, concise, one page survey on which an 
individual can simply check-off the resources they have they are willing to 
share with other community members.  In addition to resources in the form of 
personal skills and expertise, the inventory also includes a section on tangible 
property to share, for example, boats, cabins, or computers.   
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• The general goal of Interfaith Action was to increase economic opportunity in 
their low-income neighborhoods.  Their more specific goals were to create 
jobs, promote the start-up of small businesses, and develop a city-wide 
festival featuring the creative talents of individual citizens.  Interfaith Action 
designed a short inventory that allow them to capture information about 
work and business experience.   

• The Sierra County Children’s Health Collaborative identified promoting 
community health by improving the health of local children as their 
community-building goal.  They decided that their concrete goal would be 
the establishment of a community data base that would facilitate new 
connections and relationships among residents based on skills and capacities.  
Their inventory is designed to capture information from as many as two 
adults in the household, and records extensive data not only about skills 
possessed, but also about willingness to participate and share. 

• The Neighborhood Pride Team’s initial general goal was to collect broad and 
inclusive information about women’s skills and interests in order to promote 
a renewed sense of community pride and increased local involvement.  They 
defined their specific goals as creating and finding job opportunities for 
community residents, providing job training and building self-esteem, and 
building a new sense of the community as a place where talented people live.  
NPT used the same general set of questions as the capacity inventory in 
Building Communities From the Inside Out, modified to eliminate the 
necessity of asking all the questions if an individual reported no skills in a 
general category; and modified to incorporate the individual's willingness to 
become involved in activities whether or not they actually possess the skill.  
NPT developed a computer database to organize and access information 
about community members. 

• The Mutual Partnerships Coalition identified promoting community health as 
their general goal, and refined it to the specific goal of creating supportive 
intergenerational relationships among members of their youth and elderly 
population.  They therefore designed a capacity inventory specifically for 
each group, using open-ended questions designed to prompt a conversation 
between the interviewer and citizen.  These questions capture a sense of the 
individual's skills, capacities, and interests, as well as the particular gifts each 
person feels they can give.  One unique aspect of their inventory is that the 
elderly are given an opportunity to share their life story, as a method of 
promoting connections among people with similar histories.  MPC has 
developed specific roles and responsibilities for its members as part of the 
process of connection and community building. 
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• The original goal of the Banana Kelly Community Improvement Association 
was to prepare its residents to participate in larger city discussions about the 
redevelopment of their neighborhood.  Their concrete goal became education 
for residents about housing issues and the terms and language used by the 
professionals who were attempting to control their neighborhood.  Over time 
BK added the goals of changing the thinking of residents and promoting 
economic development.  These were translated into the goals of connecting 
with as many neighborhood people as possible through the capacity 
inventory process, and the promotion of several specific construction projects.  
BK also used the capacity inventory laid out in Building Communities From 
the Inside Out, in order to capture as many skills as possible, and in order to 
give people a good sense of the range of capacities that they possessed 
collectively.  Banana Kelly brings people into the organization via the 
capacity inventory process, but does not currently maintain an enormous 
database of all the responses it receives. 

 

Establishing general and specific goals 

Each of these groups went through a process in which they discussed and 
identified their goals.  For many groups, the general goal arose from a group of 
people responding to a need they saw in their community--for connection, for 
development, for improved self-esteem--but thinking through the capacity 
approach to those issues helped them to clearly identify some specific goals 
toward which to work.   

Deciding what questions to ask on the capacity inventory 

The informational requirements for the capacity inventory usually emerge as a 
result of defining the concrete goals, which is why the first steps are so 
important.  There is an infinite amount of information that can potentially be 
gathered from local residents, and an infinite number of questions that can be 
asked, but it is important to recognize that it is neither possible nor appropriate 
to try to ask them all.  In fact, the success of a community-building project can be 
diminished by an overly ambitious and lengthy capacity inventory.   

Collecting too much information, or collecting information without a purpose are 
a waste of valuable time.  Too much information, especially if it is not clearly 
related to community-building goals often becomes cumbersome and awkward 
to use.  Another danger is that people get so focused on the collection of data 
about individual capacities that they forget  
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their vision for how assets will be tapped and gifts and resources shared among 
residents.  So remember to design inventory questions based on how each piece 
of information will be utilized.  
 

Choosing the mechanism for mobilizing individual capacities 

The mechanism for mobilizing individual capacities can be  simple or complex, 
and can come in a variety of forms: 

• It can be an easily-accessed computer database that can analyze data and 
produce likely matches among individuals based on interests. 

• It can be an informal network of residents who get to know their neighbors 
and promote sharing of skills and resources.  

• It can be hired "community helpers" whose job it is to expand residents' 
knowledge of the people in their community, and promote connections 
among these individuals. 

• It can be a formal community development corporation whose aim is to 
promote the economic health of a community. 

• It can be any number of different things depending on the resources and 
creativity of the people involved.  Each community group decides for itself 
which kind is most appropriate.  The six groups featured here chose 
differently, but each has managed to turn the information they collected into 
new relationships directed at meeting their specific goals. 

The purpose of an asset-based community development project then, is all of 
these four steps--the general goal, the specific goal, the inventory, and the 
mechanism--combined together into a cohesive development plan.   
 

SELECTING THE MOST APPROPRIATE METHODS: 

The main question a community group must answer when considering the 
possible methods of organizing and conducting the project is: 

• What methods of collecting, recording, and analyzing the capacity 
information will be most effective in this community, and who will 
participate in the process? 
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In order to answer this question more easily, it can be broken down into a series 
of more specific and targeted questions: 

• What is the most effective way to collect information from our residents, 
given the resources at our disposal? 

• How many of our community residents do we want to interview? 

• How will our interviewers be educated and trained in the capacity inventory 
approach and process? 

• What will happen to the capacity information once it has been collected?  
Who will be responsible for analyzing and maintaining it, and making sure it 
is available to be used toward meeting the organization's goals? 

Choosing the most effective way to collect information from local residents, 
given available resources. 

There is no right or wrong way to collect information from residents.  The 
community groups who have engaged in this process have discovered that there 
are a number of effective ways to go about conducting the capacity inventory, 
once the questions have been decided upon.   

For each group, it is important to think about the kind of situation that will be 
the most appropriate for completing the inventory; what would and would not 
work within your community.  This mean that groups planning a capacity 
inventory project should think about when, how, and by whom the inventory 
process will be carried out.  Each of the six communities carried out very 
different data collection processes, yet each was successful.  Sensitivity to 
appropriate levels of privacy of the people interviewed, as well as anticipating 
the comfort level and trust enjoyed by the interviewer and person being 
interviewed, help to clarify how data should be collected. 

• One to One Interviews - are the most common way to collect asset-based 
information.  This approach takes time, but also begins to get people 
connecting to each other.  Meeting face-to-face with individuals represents a 
significant opportunity to get to know the community on a first-hand basis, 
and is especially good for promoting asset-based thinking among residents.  
Volunteer training is critical for one-to-one interviews because of the need for 
the interviewer to accurately present the organization and its goals, as well as 
opportunities for getting involved in the project.  
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• Self Administered Inventories - a number of groups have been successful in 
asking people to complete the inventory on their own and return the answers 
to the organization.  Groups that have been successful in receiving returned 
inventories report that there may need to be an incentive to assure prompt 
return.  Sierra County Children’s Health Collaborative, for example, entered the 
names of people who returned a completed inventory, into a drawing for 
$50.00.  A public housing group entered the names of tenants who completed 
inventories into a drawing for one month’s free rent.   

• Group Interviews - Conducting the inventory among a group of people is 
also a good option.  This is a less labor-intensive process, as one interviewer 
can assist many people to complete the inventory form.   Interfaith Action used 
this group format with good results.  At their Sunday fellowship meetings 
they organized church members into small groups of 6-10 persons.  They 
spent the first part of the meeting discussing the idea of building on assets 
and gaining ideas from members on how assets could be used to better 
organize themselves.  They asked each group to answer the questions (via a 
discussion amongst themselves) with each member filling in the questions for 
the member sitting next to them.  In this way, Interfaith Action felt that 
people would get to know each other, and begin to appreciate everyone’s 
interpretation of skills, abilities and talents.   

• Peer to Peer - The Neighborhood Pride Team  expanded on the face-to-face 
method, by empowering resident women who had not previously identified 
themselves as organizers in the neighborhood.  They spent time recruiting 
and training a core group of women on the concepts of asset-based 
community building and on understanding the damaging effects of being 
labeled by others outside of the community.  The women were challenged to 
positively label themselves and not accept the labels of others that were not 
legitimate.  These women were immediately credible to their neighbors 
because they approached them as peers rather than as outsiders who didn’t 
understand their situation. 

• A Public Party  One organization decided to complete inventories as part of a 
day long community event.  The group hosted a barbecue in a local park and 
invited representatives of local institutions--the police, fire department, and 
local businesses--to take part.  Families who participated in a discussion 
about the asset-based approach to community building and completed a 
capacity inventory received a free ticket for lunch and had their name put in a 
raffle.  Note:  while this method can be successful, the  
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 public way in which the information is collected may bring up issues of 
confidentiality for some people, and may be less effective in incorporating 
people into community-building efforts, simply because there is less one-to-
one contact with interviewers than in other approaches. 

• Group Blitz - One group is planning to test doing inventories from the pulpit 
during Sunday services in the churches that are members of their network.  
They have started this process by scheduling members to speak at services on 
Sundays in member congregations.  These informational talks are planned as 
a precursor to putting inventories in the pews for all members to complete.  
They also see this as a way to increase individual involvement in 
organizational work from church members currently not involved. 

 

Choosing how many community residents to interview. 

Deciding how many capacity inventories to conduct is also important, but can 
sometimes be a tricky issue for community groups to decide upon.  If your 
population is small enough, or if you have sufficient resources, it is ideal to find 
out about as many people living in your community as you can.  However, 
depending upon how many people live within the boundaries of your 
community, you may find that you must limit your Individual Capacity 
Inventory project to some smaller segment than the entire population.  This is not 
necessarily a bad thing.  The impulse is often to collect information from as many 
people as possible, but automatically giving in to this impulse sometimes leads 
to a distorted focus on the data gathering process, rather than on the use of the 
information.  It is far better to start small and gradually increase the numbers, 
than to begin with an attempt to inventory everyone in the community.  There is 
no "correct" number of inventories that applies to every group. It will depend on 
how many people are living in the target area and the extent of the resources of 
the group.  

If you are not able to conduct the inventory among the entire population you can 
identify a sub-set of individuals using one of the following techniques: 

• Select by neighborhood, housing development, or street address.  Target a 
specific area within your community and limit your capacity inventory 
project to the individuals who live in the area.   

• Select by membership in associations.  Target participants by their 
activities in such associations as PTAs, athletic groups, block clubs, or 
churches.  If you target by membership you may be able to utilize the  
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 resources of the associations to facilitate completing the Individual 
Capacity Inventory.  If you target by membership you may also be able to 
select participants by age or interest, if you think this will be useful for 
your organization.   

Training interviewers in the capacity inventory approach and process. 

It is very important that the people who volunteer or are hired to assist with 
conducting the capacity inventory are capable and knowledgeable disseminators 
of information about your community-building project.  Because the process is as 
important as the final data, training interviewers to both accurately portray your 
project, and encourage newcomer's participation is critical.   

Training depends somewhat on the way you have decided to conduct your 
capacity inventory, but all training should include the following: 

• Prepare the interviewer to make a general introduction to your organization 
and the work it does.  The introduction should be brief, but it should tell the 
people your interviewers are talking to all the information they need to know 
in order to make them feel comfortable about having a conversation with 
your representative.  Interviewers should feel comfortable making this 
introduction. 

• Prepare the interviewer to understand and convey the limits of the 
confidentiality your organization agrees to with regard to the individual 
information collected. 

• Prepare the interviewer to serve as an advisor or facilitator to individuals as 
they complete the inventory.  They should be prepared to assist residents to 
understand and answer all of the questions on the inventory.  This means 
they must completely understand them themselves.  

• Prepare the interviewer for the kind of people they will be meeting and the 
kind of neighborhoods they may be visiting.  The purpose of the capacity 
inventory is to mobilize local capacities, and interviewers who are 
intimidated by the unknown cannot effectively carry out their task.   

• Prepare the interviewer for taking appropriate care of the completed 
inventories and returning them to the appropriate individual in charge of 
handling. 
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Choosing creative alternatives for data design, maintenance, analysis. 

Being creative about how information will be analyzed is another critical 
ingredient.  The information collected must be organized in a way that people 
can easily sort through it and pull different pieces of information out for specific 
purposes.  Many communities, although not all, have--or are in the process of 
setting up--a database with which to manage the information. 

If your organization does not have the expertise or resources for a personal 
computer system, this should not inhibit your efforts.  Data management is a 
concrete request that can be made to a local individual, association, or 
institution--a specific way that they can partner with your organization in your 
community building efforts.  Probably there are organizations or individuals 
within your community who can contribute this expertise to your work.   

There are two critical elements in the analysis of asset-based data: the first 
element is dependent on human creativity, and the second element involves 
technical creativity. 

How can you make the most of human creativity? 
 
Community groups wishing to fully use the information about individual 
capacities they collect on the capacity inventory must become totally familiar 
with all pieces of the data itself.  The importance of immersing oneself in the data 
can not be over-emphasized.  Therefore, BEFORE any data is turned over to a 
volunteer who will input the data in a computer data base, some person or 
several persons must fully understand what each of the surveys has to say about 
the person who completed it.  Doing this will enable your organization to 
comprehend how the inventories are related to each other, and to be able to 
articulate what the story is that these surveys individually and collectively 
represent.  Generating this understanding is a process that can be best 
accomplished through having all the interviewers come together to share their 
experiences and their opinions about what the data reveals to them. 
 
This personalized step of data analysis can not be left to the computer.  It 
requires human input and discretion.  If you are lucky enough to have a 
computer with which to eventually organize the data, the computer should be 
viewed as only one part of the data management system.  A computer can 
analyze numbers, sort cases, and generate aggregate data, but it can not 
understand individuals and their capacities.  The citizens who acted as 
interviewers are the other part of the data management system because they  
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are in touch with individuals and their stories.  Working with other interviewers 
will help them become familiar with the content and possibilities embedded in 
the individual responses.   

The communities featured in this manual all reported that their long-term 
success in using data about individual capacities was directly dependent on the 
ability of those closest to the information--the interviewers--to share the 
information with others.  Out of this sharing process, creative ideas were born on 
possibilities for mobilizing capacities for community action.  Some questions and 
approaches to gaining an understanding of the capacity inventory information 
are noted below.  An assumption is made that those who conducted the 
interviews are also members of the community and thus come to this discussion 
with community knowledge and experience. 

• Ask each interviewer to summarize the individuals interviewed, recalling the 
demeanor, approach, enthusiasm or hesitation of that person.  List the 
descriptive words on a board.  As the group considers the list and what they 
know of the community, begin to develop a sense of the personality of the 
community.  How might this personality affect making connections and 
mobilizing individual capacities? 

• Review who was interviewed.  Consider for example:  How many women 
and how many men were interviewed?  What was the average ages of those 
interviewed; how old was the oldest; how young was the youngest?  What 
ethnic, racial, and cultural groups were represented?  What languages were 
spoken?  How might this information instruct your group on mobilizing 
capacities?  What natural connections already exist among community 
members?  How can our capacity data contribute to  building on these 
already-existing connections? 

• Identify the categories of skills or clusters of skills of those interviewed.  List 
the categories in which there were numerous skills, for example,  child care, 
mechanical skills, or experience in the arts.  Make a list of the skill categories 
in which there were groups of individuals with similar skills.  This may serve 
as a starting point for discussions about possible business ventures.   

 
• List those skills that appear to be quite unique to just a few individuals.  

Identify one-of-a-kind talents that may present special opportunities.  For 
example, identifying someone in the community who works in the music 
industry may present a unique match with someone who is looking for access 
to the industry. 
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• Pay special attention to the priority skills of those interviewed.  These skills 
are often the ones that people feel most confident in sharing with others.  Are 
there some people who should clearly be brought together to share ideas on 
how to use their skills for mutual benefit?   

• Consider what individual and collective gifts can be offered to the 
community.  Brainstorm about and give participants permission to dream of 
all the possibilities.  Consider which individuals or groups (parent groups, 
civic clubs, crime watch groups, youth groups, schools or businesses) could 
utilize or benefit from these gifts.  How can this information be relayed to 
them?  Who among the participants has connections to these groups?  
Consider how meeting with them and sharing this information might inspire 
additional ideas. 

 
• Discuss what is going on in the community that relates to the skills and 

talents identified through the capacity inventory.  Where is there current 
community action or energy that someone could be plugged into?  Where is 
there a need for the energy and skills of the individuals interviewed?  Where 
are there opportunities for people to take leadership based on their gifts?  
Where are there opportunities for people to contribute as volunteers? 

This first step in the data analysis is critical.  The discussion should help the 
group clarify next steps in utilization of the information.  This step will also 
inform the participants on how they can set up a database to provide the best 
and easiest access to the types of information that has been made available 
through the capacity inventory project.  

How can you make the most of technical creativity? 

For those who have computer systems, there is a wide selection of database 
management software available.  Whatever package you select, it is important 
that it is capable of providing access to community members to the capacity 
information on an ongoing basis.  In other words, it must be "user friendly" for 
people who are accustomed to using basic personal computer systems.  Capacity 
information is only utilized fully when it is up to date and accurate.  The groups 
featured in this guide have been very creative in finding someone in the 
community with computer expertise to manage the ongoing input and 
manipulation of data.   

• Mutual Partnerships Coalition was able to hire a staff person to work with the 
community guides to set up the database system.  The position allows them 
to maintain close scrutiny on how the specialists are interpreting the  
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 data on the forms.  The open-ended questioning style of the MPC inventory 
presents challenges to effective data management, but because the full time 
data manager works closely with the community specialists to properly code 
and organize the information from each interview, the system is a success. 

• The Family Support Network looked for a person with personal computer skills 
to join their Board of Directors.  This person enjoys making a contribution to 
the group by handling all the data entry and upkeep of the system, and 
providing family advocates regular reports of what resources, talents, and 
skills are represented within the community network.  Family Advocates can 
get specific, "up-to-the-minute" information at any time.   

• Interfaith Action is in the midst of designing their database with the assistance 
of the United Way of Minneapolis.  The United Way will give Interfaith 
Action the software needed and provide training to volunteers who will keep 
the data up to date and accessible.  The United Way has agreed to help 
Interfaith Action think through the types of reports and updates that can be 
produced to make the data most usable to the church organizations and 
individual citizens. 

• Sierra County Children’s Health Collaborative use Microsoft ACCESS® database 
software.  It is easy to use and provides all the flexibility that they want in 
terms of manipulating their individual capacity data.  The person who works 
with the software was not an experienced computer user when the project 
began.  With training, this database provides for ease of data entry, 
maintenance, and retrieval.  

• The Neighborhood Pride Team approached Portland State University’s Urban 
Studies Department.  There they found a friend in a professor who believes in 
community capacity building and has helped the group establish their data 
formats.  NPT also uses ACCESS® software as their database management 
system.  An NPT volunteer was chosen from the community, one who knew 
all the interviewers, and thus would be part of their discussions and analysis, 
and also a person willing to build her computer skills.  The volunteer is in 
charge of working with the University staff although she had not used a 
computer before this project.  Now she is key to software program design 
discussions and responsible for the production of reports and data 
management for the group.   
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One important lesson that was learned by each community is that the data is 
being most effectively used in situations where there are individuals who serve 
as connectors--that is, people who can promote new relationships among 
community members.  In each case it is people who have become familiar with 
the data and have a natural ability to bring people together.  Mobilizing 
individual capacities toward community building and overall community well-
being requires people skills.  One of the community specialists for Mutual 
Partnerships Coalition explained, 
 

Much of our work is to listen to people and help them see what gifts they 
have that they have put on the back burner.  To find out what is on their 
wish list.  With elders too often the people most connected to their lives 
are social workers and others talking about what is wrong with them, or 
focusing on what is problematic.  We won’t get involved in those 
discussions.  We help people get back to their dreams.  Many times it can 
happen simply by connecting with another person. 

Tips on what works and what doesn’t work? 

As a result of using the capacity inventory in a community-building project, 
these organizations have discovered a number of things they would recommend 
for other groups to do, and not to do, in order to produce a more successful 
outcome. 

• DO  Train all interviewers in how to present the community-building project 
and its goals, and in how to conduct the inventory.  Many people are polled 
on a regular basis and are endlessly asked to fill out forms.  The capacity 
inventory is not simply another form where someone from outside the 
neighborhood is collecting information about residents.  Part of the process of 
conducting the capacity inventory is to educate and excite community 
members about the talents that they bring as individuals, and can offer to 
their community.  Training should highlight this concept and assist the 
interviewers to understand how sharing examples of the possible ways that 
capacity information will be used for community action will ease the process 
of collecting information. 

• DO  Be sure to see the gifts and potential contributions in everyone.  Make 
sure the team works to keep everyone’s eyes open for maximizing resources.  
No matter who is being interviewed--an elder, younger adult, or youth--
everyone has weaknesses and issues in their lives.  Consider only their 
strengths and possibilities, and do not be sucked into a negative focus.     
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• DO  Leave the fixing of people to others.  Helping people may be tempting 
because of the many struggles of people's daily lives.  Don’t make it the 
center of your work or of your conversations with people, or the focus will 
not change, and things will never start happening based on the strengths of 
the individuals with whom you speak. 

• DO  Engage young people in the solutions.  Intergenerational connections 
produce rich rewards for everyone involved.  Using the capacity inventory to 
promote this kind of relationship has great potential, as communities often do 
not have natural ways that different generations can get involved with one 
another.  The capacity inventory can provide an effective mechanism to 
promote these connections.  

 
• DO  Know where you are going and what you want to achieve for your 

neighborhood.  Spend time clarifying what you want to achieve and 
identifying specific goals, and invest time in discussion of how the 
information will be used in meeting those goals.  The greater the clarity of 
purpose, the more directed, effective, and creative the connections. 

 
• DO  Have fun!  Celebrate together often!  Everyone involved should feel the 

fun and excitement of getting to know neighbors and engaging in collective 
citizen action. 

Try not to... 
 

• DON'T  Collect the data and then shift your focus to managing it in a 
database.  Do not forget to immerse yourself in the information.  This is 
always the first step in data management and must precede data input, 
storage and sorting.  Only when you know the data as well as you know your 
way to the grocery store, will you be ready to use the data and be able to 
match and connect people together.  

• DON'T  Have outside volunteers conduct the capacity inventory among your 
local residents.  Accepting volunteer help from local college students to 
conduct the surveys is a waste of the knowledge that can be gathered by 
community people.  The richness of the actual interviewing process is lost on 
a one-time volunteer from outside the neighborhood who will not be 
committed to ongoing analysis and effective mobilization of talents and skills.  
Volunteers can help with the data entry and setting up a software program.  
But before this happens residents must be grounded in the content of the 
information. 
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• DON'T  Carry out unmanageable numbers of surveys.  Some groups that 
never got their projects off the ground failed because they focused on the 
gathering of data.  Their work became targeted to gathering responses from 
thousands of individuals rather than on using the responses in their 
community-building efforts.  Collecting and managing data can quickly 
become an overwhelming task.  It is better to begin with a smaller and more 
manageable number of inventories, and to maintain focus on mobilizing the 
capacities discovered in them.  Additional collection of information can be 
done when the initial data have been absorbed and incorporated into meeting 
the organization's goals. 

• DON'T  Include every question you can think of on your inventory.  
Successful inventories tend to be those in which people designed a 
questionnaire specifically to their intended uses.  People interviewed were 
more willing to answer questions that seemed targeted to the outcome 
described by the interviewer.  Simply taking generic surveys from other 
groups may not capture the spirit and creativity of your group.  Spend time 
reviewing sample inventories, discussing your goals, and designing 
something unique. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

OTHER COMMUNITY RESOURCES 

 

Four other Community-Building guides developed by the Asset-Based 
Community Development Institute describe additional activities that may help 
you in your pursuit of whole-community development.  Building Communities 
From the Inside Out: A Path Toward Finding and Mobilizing a Community's Assets, is 
the major publication in the ABCD library; in addition there are currently three 
workbooks in a series called the Neighborhood Economic Series available for use in 
your community-building plans.  Ordering information is included at the end of 
this section. 

Building Communities From the Inside Out: A Path Toward Finding and 
Mobilizing a Community's Assets 

This volume describes the basic concepts and methods associated with asset-
based community building.  The book is organized around describing how to 
release the capacities and capture the power of the three kinds of participants in 
community life: 

• Individuals. 

• Associations and organizations. 

• Local institutions. 

It provides extensive advise and examples about rebuilding the local economy 
and mobilizing an entire community for development purposes.   

• Mapping assets. 

• Building relationships. 

• Mobilizing for economic development and information sharing. 

• Convening the community to develop a vision and a plan. 

• Leveraging outside resources to support locally driven development. 

The guide also discusses potential funding sources for asset-based development 
projects, and gives hints on the kinds of expectations funders might have for the 
organizations with whom they become involved. 

The Neighborhood Economic Series is a set of three step-by-step workbooks on three 
separate components of community economic development. 
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A Guide to Mapping  and Mobilizing the Economic Capacities  
of Local Residents 

Individuals make up the largest segment of your community and the capacity of 
individuals to make a difference is sometimes overlooked.  Individuals represent 
enormous and sometimes untapped potential, and mobilizing their capacities 
should be an important part of your community-building efforts.  This process is 
explained in this guide, and following the steps described here will enable you to 
find out about: 

• General skills and abilities. 

• Employment skills and abilities. 

• Teaching skills and abilities. 

• Community skills and abilities. 

• Entrepreneurial interests and experience. 

The step-by-step process is accomplished by talking directly to people in your 
community and asking them to help you understand what strengths they have, 
and how these strengths could be released toward building a stronger 
community.  The information you collect about individuals can be matched with 
information you collect about local businesses and consumer needs to form a 
comprehensive picture of the potential of your community. 

 

A Guide to Mapping Consumer Expenditures 
and Mobilizing Consumer Expenditure Capacities 

Another way that you can think about expanding your ability to use the 
information you collected in your Individual Capacity Inventory is to find out 
about how your local residents prefer to spend their money.  Step-by-step 
instructions for completing this kind of project are provided in another 
Community-Building Workbook titled, A Guide to Mapping Local Consumer 
Expenditures and Mobilizing Consumer Expenditure Capacities.  Following the steps 
in this workbook will enable you to find out: 

• What products people prefer to purchase. 

• At what businesses people make their purchases. 

• Why people choose to patronize the businesses they do. 

• How much people typically spend on particular types of purchases. 

• How people travel to the merchants they patronize. 
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Finding out about local consumer expenditures is accomplished by talking 
directly to people in your community and asking them to help you understand 
what their consumer needs are, what kinds of businesses they would like to see 
in the community, and what kinds of things motivate them to make the 
purchases they do.  This information is then matched with information about 
existing businesses, and is used to more precisely define what new businesses 
might be successfully started. 

A Guide to Mapping Local Business Assets 
and Mobilizing Local Business Capacities 

Yet another way you can think about expanding your ability to use the 
information you collected in your Individual Capacity Inventory is to find out 
about the businesses located within your community and develop strategies for 
releasing the capacities they represent.  This process is explained in another 
Community-Building Workbook titled, A Guide to Mapping Local Business Assets 
and Mobilizing Local Business Capacities.  Following the steps in this guide will 
enable you to find out: 

• What businesses are located in your community. 

• What connections these businesses have to local individuals in terms of  
 job training. 

• What connections these businesses have to local associations in terms  
 of voluntary participation. 

• What connections these businesses have to other local institutions in  
 terms of local purchasing, local investment, and local volunteer activity. 

The step-by-step process is accomplished by using library resources to develop a 
map of local businesses, and by talking directly to business representatives and 
asking them to help you understand their relationship to other members of the 
community.  This information allows you to identify potential linkages between 
business assets and other parts of the community, which can be used in your 
economic development efforts.   

 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 

You may order all of these publications from:  ACTA Publications; 4848 North 
Clark Street; Chicago, IL  60640.  Telephone either (800) 397-2282 or (773) 271-
1030 to order.  The cost for Building Communities from the Inside Out is $15.00 
each for up to nine copies.  In Canada add $1.50 per copy for postage, and be 
sure to pay in USD.  The cost of workbooks in the Neighborhood Economic 
Series are $9.00 each. 
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APPENDIX 

CAPACITY INVENTORY EXAMPLES 

Five More Examples of Successful Individual Capacity Inventories 

 
Finally, we would like to share with you some additional examples of successful 
and innovative capacity inventories.  Each of the following five examples 
illustrates a creative way of capturing information about individual capacities 
that enables the organization to successfully mobilize these capacities in their 
community-building efforts. 

The Kansas City Community Builders capacity inventory is unique in that it 
offers residents the opportunity to list not only the specific gifts and skills they 
possess, but also allows them to note what they would like to teach to others in 
the community, and what they would like to learn.  Additionally, KCCB asks 
individuals to develop a map of their networks, including churches, schools, 
associations, programs, government, and institutions.  For each type of network 
member, the individual is asked to indicate the name, what they are doing with 
that entity, what more they would like to do, and whether or not they would like 
to know more about the entity.  Finally, KCCB includes a page that asks 
questions about what the individual would like to do for their neighborhood, 
and what specific kinds of activities they would be willing to become involved 
in. 

The New Prospect Baptist Church in Cincinnati developed a simple capacity 
inventory that asks questions about gifts, skills, and dreams.  They ask people to 
share a story about themselves and the people to whom they give their gifts and 
who share their gifts with them.  They ask about what people like to do and what 
business they would be involved in if they could.  Finally, they ask about 
dreams, and about what people would be doing if they could be doing anything 
at all.   

The Leadership Kentucky Foundation's short capacity inventory explores 
personal capacities that are related to civic involvement.  Their questions require 
a simple yes or no answer, but their categories include political and governance 
activities, business activities, and the organization of civic events and activities.   

The United Neighbors' capacity inventory focuses on the neighborhoods in 
which people live.  The inventory asks what people like best about the 
neighborhood, and what they would like to improve.  It asks a set of questions 
about participation in civic organizations and activities, and about 
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specific skills the person can share, and current employment.  This inventory also 
asks the individual directly whether the would be willing to become involved in 
United Neighbors.  Most of the questions are open-ended and promote a 
discussion between the interviewer and the individual being interviewed.   

The Greyrockers of Colorado developed a capacity inventory that is designed to 
be interactive and to promote individuals connecting with one another as a part 
of the inventory process.  In a group setting, the inventory asks people to list 
their gifts--gifts of the head, gifts of the hands, and gifts of the heart--and then to 
introduce themselves to others in the room in order to share their gifts.  The 
Greyrockers inventory is unique in that it introduces a note of humor and fun 
into the process, and gets people talking about capacities right from the start. 
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KANSAS CITY COMMUNITY BUILDERS 

My Personal Inventory 

Gifts and Skills I have I can 
teach to 
others 

I want to 
learn 

Comments 

Child Care     
Cooking     
Cooking for large groups     
Catering     
Carpentry     
Gardening     
Painting     
Electrical Work     
Plumbing     
Nursing     
Caring for older people     
Mentoring children     
Mentoring youth     
Desk top publishing     
Word processing     
Drawing and art work     
Coordinating volunteers     
Distributing newsletters     
Playing sports (which ones)     
Coaching sports (which ones)     
Office work     
House maintenance work     
Yard work     
Appliance repair     
Singing, playing music     
Art and craft work     
Telephone calling     
Knitting and crochet     
Sewing     
Hair cutting, braiding     
Installing alarm systems     
Starting my own business     
Transportation for adults     
Transportation for children     
Driving truck, bus     

 

 

 
CONNECTIONS I HAVE IN AND OUTSIDE MY COMMUNITY 

Organization Name of org/ What I am I would  I want to 
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group/ 
individual 

already  
doing 

like to do 
more 

know more 
about 

Churches     

Schools     

Neighborhood 
Associations 

    

Youth programs     

Community groups     

Social services     

City Council Members     

City Departments     
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 IF I COULD DO ANYTHING FOR MY NEIGHBORHOOD I WOULD: 

 Improvements on my home I want to make are: 

   

   

 Improvements to my yard I want to make are: 

   

   

 Improvements needed on my street are: 

   

   

 Improvements in our neighborhood park or neighborhood in general 
 are: 

   

   

 CONNECTIONS WITH MY NEIGHBORS 

 I am willing to.. 

   meet with and get better acquainted with my neighbors 

   help develop a plan for my block and surrounding neighborhood 

   help with neighborhood clean-up 

   look out for my neighbors 

   help with a crime watch 

   become a leader be a 'worker bee' with leaders   

 Signed:  Address:  

   Date:  
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NEW PROSPECT BAPTIST CHURCH 
Cincinnati, OH 

 
Survey Guidelines 

 
 INTRODUCTION 
 My name is   What is your name? 
 
 Thank you for coming over.  Did someone talk to you about what the "Gift 
Exchange"  
 is all about?  What do you understand it to be? 
 
 Basically, we believe that everyone has God-given talents and gifts that can be  
 used to benefit the community.  I'd like to spend a few minutes talking to you about 
 your gifts and skills. 

 
 Before we get started, let me give you a small gift. 
 
 GIFTS 
 Gifts are abilities that we are born with.  We may develop them, but no one has to 
 teach them to us.   
 1. What positive qualities do people say you have? 
 2. Who are the people in your life that you give to?  How do you give to them? 
 3. When was the last time you shared with someone else?  What was it? 
 4. What do you give that makes you feel good? 
 
 

 SKILLS 
 Sometimes we have talents that we've acquired in everyday life such as cooking and 
 fixing things. 
 1. What do you enjoy doing? 
 2. If you could start a business, what would it be? 
 3. What do you like to do that people would pay you to do? 
 4. Have you ever made anything?  Have you ever fixed anything? 
 
 
 DREAMS 
 Before you go, I want to take a minute and hear about your dreams--those goals you 
 hope to accomplish. 

 1. What are your dreams? 
 2. If you could snap your fingers and be doing anything, what would it be? 
 
 CLOSING 
 First, I'd like to thank you.  We're talking to as many people as we can and what  
 we'd like to do is begin a Wall of Fame here in the Soup Kitchen highlighting the  
 gifts, skills and dreams of as many people as possible.  The ultimate goal is to find a 
 way to use those gifts in rebuilding the community. 
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 Before you go, can I get your full name?  Address?  Age? 
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Leadership Kentucky Foundation 

YOUR PERSONAL CAPACITIES INVENTORY 
 
 

 Past President of a Chamber of Commerce   

 Written draft legislation   

 Organized an outdoor event of less than 500 people   

 Organized an outdoor event of more than 500 people   

 Testified at a Congressional hearing   

 Testified before a federal agency   

 Testified before a state agency   

 Started a business   

 Taught a class/subjects(s)    

 Written a book/title  Subject    

 Filed for non-profit status   

 Conducted a political campaign   

 Designed/purchased property on behalf of an organization   

 Lobbied in Washington   

  

 Organized: 

 Boy Scouts/Girl Scouts   Community Group   

 Church   Habitat House   

 School/Parent Association   Park/Recreation event   

 Sports Team   Camp/camp trip   

 Field trip for kids   Travel (out of USA)   

 Block Club/Neighborhood Assoc.   Other   

 Other skills not listed above:  
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UNITED NEIGHBORS 

Capacity Survey 
 
 What would you say are some of the best things about our neighborhood? 
   
   
 
 Why did you choose to live here? 
   
   
 
 What are some thing that you would like to do to improve the neighborhood? 
   
   
 
 Have you ever participated in any of the following activities? 
   Boy Scouts/Girl Scouts 
   Church Fundraisers 
   Bingo 
   PTA or school associations 
   Sports Teams 
   Camp trips or field trips 
   Political campaigns 
   Neighborhood associations 
   Rummage sales or yard sales 
   Church suppers 
   Tutoring 
   4-H or gardening 
   Arts or crafts 
   Chess or game clubs 
   Music 
   Other 
 
 What could we do at the school that could benefit the neighborhood? 
   
   
 
 When you think about your own skills, what are three things that you think you do best? 
   
   
   
 
 What are three skills you would most like to learn? 
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 Are there any skills you would like to teach or show others? 
   
   
  
 Are there some hobbies or special interests of yours that we have not covered?? 
   
   
 
 How often do you go outside the neighborhood to have fun (in a week)? 
 Once a week or less  2 to 4 times  Every day  
 
 Where do you go?  
  
 What kinds of new places of activities would you like to see in the neighborhood? 
   
   
 
 Are you part of any group that gets together on a regular basis? 
 What are they? 
   
   
 
 Are you currently employed?  
 Which shift?  
 
 Is there any product or service related to your work that could be sold in the neighborhood? 
   
 
 Should we let you know about our next meeting or activity?  
 
 Would you be interested in interviewing others:  
 
 
 
 Name:  

 Address:  

 Phone:  

 Interviewer's Name:  

 Date:  
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GREYROCKERS GIFT LIST 
 

 
MY NAME IS: 
 
AND HERE ARE SOME OF MY GIFTS  
 
Please list 2-4 things in each category--things you wouldn't mind people at 
Greyrock knowing about you.  Please write legibly. 
 
 
Gifts of the head (things I know something about, and would enjoy taking 
about, or teaching others about, e.g., birds, art history, movies, solar energy). 
 
 
 
Gifts of the hands  (things I know how to do and enjoy doing, e.g., 
carpentry, sports [be specific], gardening, cooking). 
 
 
 
 
Gifts of the heart  (things I care deeply about, e.g., protection of the 
environment, civic life, children). 
 
 
 
 
When you finish, tape the paper to some part of your person and wander 
around, reading other people's lists and having them read yours.  Feel free to add 
or change as you go.  Try to interact with at least 2 people.  Benefits of doing a 
gifts list:  (1) You can find people who share your interests.  (2) If you need 
something done that you don't have the skills for, you may find someone who 
does have those skills and compensate them with money or through a barter 
arrangement.  (Laurie and Katherine are working on a more elaborate barter 
system, or skills bank; see them if you are interested in helping develop it.)  And, 
finally, (3) it helps you skill over the small talk and get to the meaning of life, or 
some such thing.  PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO ELIZA.  THANKS!! 


